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EPITHELIAL SHEET RESPONSE TO EXTERNAL STIMULI 
 
Yashar Bashirzadeh 
Old Dominion University, 2018 
Directors: Dr. Shizhi Qian and Dr. Venkat Maruthamuthu 
 
Mechanical communication of adherent cells with their micro-environment is mediated by 
cytoskeletal and adhesion proteins. These mechanical links aid tissues in maintaining their 
coherence in the context of the surrounding extra cellular matrix (ECM). Epithelial tissues exert 
force on the ECM through integrin-based junctions and maintain their coherency through E-
cadherin-based cell-cell junctions while dynamically undergoing collective migration. Such a 
complex network of communication involving the cell cytoskeleton and adhesion proteins 
modulates the tissue's response to external cues. Two distinct forms of such external stimuli are 
those of electrical and mechanical origin.  
Epithelial tissues quickly respond to physiologically relevant electric fields by moving toward one 
pole of the electric field. By pharmacological modulation of the actin cytoskeleton, we showed 
that the basic mechanism by which epithelial monolayers migrate is not altered by the application 
of external direct current (DC) electric field despite their directionality being biased toward the 
cathode. It was shown that the DC electric field controls monolayer migration by affecting cell 
polarity rather than the speed of cell migration.  
Epithelial islands respond to external mechanical signals by altering the traction force exerted on 
the substrate. Here, fourier transform traction cytometry (FTTC) showed that the traction force, 
strain energy, and sheet tension of micropatterned eipthelial islands increase upon the application 
of 10% uniaxial substrate stretch and continues to temporally increase. Interestingly, the sheet 






tension of the mid-line perpendicular to the stretch direction over time, indicating the island's 
tendency to homogenize its internal stress. Here, a modified protocol was used to measure the 
elastic properties of the soft silicon substrate required for FTTC. The validity of FTTC in 
quantification of the wall shear stress of small-scale flow-channels over a wide range of steady 
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1.1 Bioelectric manipulation of epithelial cell migration 
To survive, living cells need to constantly interact with their immediate environment. Cells can 
respond to their surroundings via transmembrane receptors, intermediate proteins between cell, 
and extra cellular environment. Signals are then transmitted to the intracellular environment 
through the plasma membrane where they are transducted to biochemical reactions within the cell. 
For example, cell migration on a substrate is a result of cytoskeletal rearrangements (Figure 1b) in 
response to external signals of different origins: chemical, electrical, mechanical etc. These 
rearrangements moving the cells forward involve elongation of actin filaments (through 
polymerization) in the leading edge (where the cell protrudes), formation of adhesive contacts with 
the extra cellular matrix, contraction of the cytoplasm and finally detachment of the rear of the 
cell. Cells in monolayers undergo similar processes and rearrangements to migrate. Interaction of 
cells with neighboring cells through cell-cell junctions in monolayers makes for more complex 
signaling pathways and cytoskeletal rearrangements.    
Cell/monolayer migration is generally random unless controlled external signals such as electric 
field (electrotaxis) (Figure 1a) bias the direction of motion. For example application of uniform 
direct current electric field (DCEF) is known to bias migration of many types of cells including 
cells in monolayers toward either the cathode or anode of the applied field. Studying the 
electrotactic behavior of cells has provided better insight into cell migration and physiological 














Figure 1. (a) Hundreds of extra/intra cellular molecules are involved in the receipt, transduction, 
and cell response to electric field. The credit for the background cutaway cell image: Russell 
Kightley/Science Photo Library. (b) Mechanical response of epithelial islands is a result of 
cytoskeletal rearrangements mainly actin filaments (white fibers in the figure) of each cell linked 







Chapter 2, first introduces in vitro studies of the migration of epithelial monolayers under DCEF. 
In chapter 2, a detailed introduction to electrotaxis and factors which regulate the response of cells 
to electrotaxis (using pharmacological inhibitors of key components controlling cell/monolayer 
migration) is provided. Here, we wanted to specifically test the extent to which both actin 
organization and the level of cell contractility influenced collective cell electrotaxis in response to 
an EF of physiologically relevant magnitude [1]. In particular, we wanted to determine how these 
modulations affected the speed and directionality of the collective electrotactic response compared 
to a case with no directional cue. In a set of in vitro studies (Figure 2) we applied a DC electric 
field (DCEF) on MDCK II monolayers (Figures 3 and 4) without (Figure 5) or with 
pharmacological inhibitors that tune actin organization or contractility either higher or lower. We 
found that only the state of higher contractility showed a loss of directionality in response to DCEF. 
Importantly, while all treatments altered cell speed to varying levels, we found that, for every 
treatment, this effect was very similar to their effect on random cell migration speeds within 
monolayers even in the absence of DCEF. The latter result suggests little effect of the electric field 








Figure 2. Cells are plated and confined within a Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) well placed in the 











Figure 4. Experimental setup for imaging monolayers during electrotaxis 
 
 






1.2 Traction force microscopy 
As previously mentioned, actin polymerization and actomyosin contraction are the key 
cytoskeletal functions controlling cell migration. Actin filaments interact with the extra cellular 
matrix (ECM) through integrins, the key proteins of focal adhesions (FA) involved in cell adhesion 
to ECM. Therefore, actin polymerization and actomyosin interaction causes cells/monolayers to 
apply force on their substrate enabling cells to migrate. There are several methods to quantify the 
traction force, the majority of which use elasticity theories to extract shear force (traction force) 
from displacement of elastic substrates. Fourier transform traction cytometry (FTTC) is an 
efficient approach which quantifies the traction stress field from the displacement field of a 
substrate with known elastic properties, particularly Young’s modulus (E) and Poisson’s ratio (ν).  
FTTC enables us to quantify the exchange of mechanical forces between cells and their micro 
environment (mechanotransduction). For example, the application of mechanical force by stretch 
which regulates cell traction forces can be investigated. In vivo, stretching is a vital process in 
cardiac and respiratory cycles. In monolayers, stretch-induced changes in cell force on ECM 
through focal adhesions, cell force on neighboring cells through cell-cell adhesion proteins, and 
cell sheet tension could be measured. Yet a proper characterization of monolayer response to 




Cell's physical aspects of behavior such as adhesion, traction exertion, and migration depend on 
changes in its morphology and topographical features. These changes depend on intracellular 






transmitted through cell-cell adhesions to create intercellular stress gradients [2]. As a result, cells 
in monolayers protrude toward the maximum principle stress [3]. Therefore, a more accurate 
characterization of the role of factors involved in cell's major exchange of force with its 
surroundings (i.e. ECM and neighboring cells) in cell islands requires precise control on colony 
shape and dimension. This topographical control by Micropatterning has provided better insight 
into mechano-transduction of ECM signals through focal adhesions and cell/cell island’s 
mechanical response by cytoskeletal reinforcement. Two different approaches to micropattern 
cells in a controlled geometry include physical and biochemical confinements reviewed in the 
literature [4, 5]. PDMS-made thin masks have been used as temporary physical barriers on 
polyacrylamide gel substrates allowing monolayers to expand after mask removal [6]. However, 
cells settled on soft PDMS (e.g. A/B) substrates are disrupted and therefore cannot be patterned in 
PDMS masks.  
To micropattern epithelial cells, we use custom designed 316 stainless steel sheets with laser-
drilled holes (California Lasers, Simi Valley, CA) (Figure 6) as biocompatible molds to 
micropattern the monolayers on soft silicone substrates for measuring their traction force. In a 
simple and straight forward process, cells were plated on the sheet and adhered to the silicone 
substrate (Figure 7). After being in the incubator at 37 ºC, 5% CO2 overnight, micropatterned 







Figure 6. Thin 316 stainless steel sheets with holes of different sizes can be used for 
micropatterning. Cells are micropatterned in circular islands on the substrate by being plated into 







Figure 7. Cells are plated on a soft PDMS substrate masked with a perforated sheet. The sample 








Figure 8. A micropatterned MDCK island on soft silicone substrate. 
 
1.2.2 Fourier transform traction cytometry (FTTC) 
Considering the substrate as an incompressible elastic isotropic half space [7], traction forces can 
be extracted by solving 𝑋 = 𝐺𝐹 where the knowns 𝐺 and 𝑋 are,  the Green function and 
displacement vector of the substrate respectively, and  𝐹 is the exerted force vector. Butler et al. 
[8] introduced FTTC as an efficient exact solution to this problem wherein the forces are solved 
for in Fourier space and inverted back to real space. Regularization has also been demonstrated to 
be necessary to find valid solutions for the stresses [7] and is therefore employed in the FTTC 






polyacrylamide (PAA) gels and PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane) elastomers of low stiffness 
(Young's modulus of 0.2-20 kPa) such as CY52-276 A/B [9, 10] are proper substrates for this 
purpose.  
Obtaining the Green function requires the elastic properties of substrate. In chapter 3 we introduce 
a straight forward protocol that uses sphere indentation to measure Young's modulus of substrates 
with low stiffness used for FTTC. We introduce a simple protocol for preparing a soft silicone 
sample, embedding fluorescent beads (and ECM protein such as collagen I) on the top surface of 
the sample, capturing phase images of indenting sphere and fluorescence imaging of the top 
surface of the sample and lastly processing the captured images to measure the Young’s modulus 
of the silicone sample. The prepared soft silicone sample can be readily used for TFM experiments.  
In chapter 4, FTTC was used to quantify wall shear stress field of fluid flow in a rectangular flow 
channel. The introduced method in chapter 4, uses a soft silicone substrate and therefore it is 
especially practical when it is desirable that the flow channel be entirely made of silicone (for 
example, to meet chemical compatibility requirements), as is common in many microfluidics 
applications. The protocol described in chapter 3 was employed to measure the Young's modulus 
of the substrate. We used particle image velocimetry (PIV) to measure flow-induced displacement 
in the soft substrate (wall) and deployed regularized FTTC to determine the wall shear stresses 
from displacement field of the wall. The theoretical measurement of wall shear stress validated 
FTTC for being used in microfluidics applications.  
In chapter 5, FTTC was used to quantify traction forces of micropatterned epithelial cell islands 
under uniaxial substrate stretch. The method introduced in chapter 1 was deployed to micropattern 
the cells into circular islands. A custom designed stretcher (Figures. 9 and 10) capable of stretching 






fractures, a soft silicone was used instead of the commonly used permeable gels. The protocol 
described in chapter 3 was used to measure the Young's modulus of the substrate. Mechanical 
response of the islands to stretch was assessed by measuring traction force, strain energy, and sheet 
tension of control (non-stretched) and stretched islands. Immunofluorescence staining of the 











Figure 10. Sample including micropatterned monolayers in the middle is sandwiched on the 
stretcher. A PDMS well is used to supply cells with fresh media.  
 
 







EFFECT OF PHARMACOLOGICAL MODULATION OF ACTIN AND MYOSIN ON 
COLLECTIVE CELL ELECTROTAXIS 
Note: the contents of this chapter have been published in the journal of Bioelectromagnetics.  
Y. Bashirzadeh, J. Poole, S. Qian, and V. Maruthamuthu, “Effect of pharmacological modulation 




Electrotaxis—the directional migration of cells in response to an electric field—is most evident in 
multicellular collectives and plays an important role in physiological contexts. While most cell 
types respond to applied electric fields of the order of a Volt per centimeter, our knowledge of the 
factors influencing this response is limited. This is especially true for collective cell electrotaxis, 
in which the subcellular migration response within a cell has to be coordinated with coupled 
neighboring cells. Here, we investigated the effect of the level of actin cytoskeleton polymerization 
and myosin activity on collective cell electrotaxis of Madin-Darby Canine Kidney (MDCK) cells 
in response to a weak electric field of physiologically relevant magnitude. We modulated the 
polymerization state of the actin cytoskeleton using the depolymerizing agent cytochalasin D or 
the polymerizing agent jasplakinolide. We also modulated the contractility of the cell using the 
myosin motor inhibitor blebbistatin or the phosphatase inhibitor calyculin A. While all the above 
pharmacological treatments altered cell speed to various extents, we found that only increasing the 
contractility and a high level of increase/stabilization of polymerized actin had a strong inhibitory 






effect of the actin modulators on collective cell migration was varied, most conditions of actin and 
myosin pharmacological modulation—except for high level of actin 
polymerization/stabilization—resulted in cell speeds that were similar in the absence or presence 
of the electric field. Our results led us to speculate that the applied electric field may largely impact 
the cellular apparatus specifying the polarity of collective cell migration, rather than the 
functioning of the migratory apparatus. Bioelectromagnetics. 39:289–298, 2018. © 2018 Wiley 
Periodicals, Inc. 
Keywords: galvanotaxis; collective cell migration; actin polymerization; contractility;  
myosin inhibition  
 
2.1. Introduction 
Electrotaxis is the directional migration of cells along (or opposite to) the direction of an electric 
field (EF). Many types of cells have been reported to respond to EF including corneal epithelial 
cells and monolayers [11-13], human keratinocytes, either isolated, in pairs, or in groups [14], and 
tracheal epithelial cells in isolation and in monolayers [12]. The majority of the aforementioned 
epithelial cells migrate toward the cathode. Notably, Madin-Darby Canine Kidney (MDCK) cell 
sheets [12] have been reported to migrate toward the cathode [15] or anode depending on the 
applied electric field and MDCK sub-clone [12]. Electric fields of about 1 V/cm are known to 
endogenously arise in vivo when, for example, epithelial sheets are wounded [16]. Monolayers of 
epithelial cells also respond collectively to externally imposed electric fields of similar magnitude 
in vitro. Epithelial sheets show greater sensitivity in their response to EF but align more slowly 






migration rate typically slows down as cell density rises [18]. Cell-cell interactions thus play an 
important role in the collective response to electrotaxis. 
Selective inhibition of signaling molecules has enabled the identification of key players involved 
in the directional electrotactic migration response of single cells and cohesive monolayers [19-26]. 
For example, it has been shown that the polarized formation of lamellipodia along the cathodal 
edge of some epithelial cells under DC (direct current) EF induces an electrotactic response toward 
the cathode [27]. Accordingly, the asymmetric activation of the MAP kinase ERK1/2 was shown 
to regulate the cathodal redistribution of the F-actin cytoskeleton, and its inhibition impaired the 
speed and directedness of single corneal epithelial cell migration toward the cathode [19]. 
Similarly, the inhibition of PI3K significantly decreased both speed and directionality of brain 
tumor-initiating cells in isolation under EF as well as that of MDCK epithelial monolayers [12, 
26]. In addition, inhibition of PI3K switched the directional migration of single keratocytes toward 
the anode of an applied EF. Many of these signaling modules that influence the electrotactic 
response do so by acting on the actin cytoskeleton. 
Previous studies modulating specific aspects of the contractile actin cytoskeleton have yielded 
diverse results with respect to their effect on electrotaxis. Inhibiting actin polymerization in brain 
tumor-initiating single cells with latrunculin B significantly weakened cell motility but their 
directionality toward the anode remained biased. Jasplakinolide, a promoter of actin 
polymerization and stabilization of F-actin, inhibited EF-induced cathodal cluster formation of 
muscle cells [28]. Inhibition of myosin with blebbistatin, and Rho-associated kinase with Y27632, 
showed little effect on single keratocyte migration toward the cathode [24]. Although myosin-II 
regulates cell motility [29] and its inhibition with blebbistatin could affect cell migration, neither 






under EF [26]. Cathode-directed migration of single keratocytes during electrotaxis was also not 
affected by blebbistatin [23]. On the other hand, blebbistatin inhibited cathode-directed migration 
of mouse epithelial fibroblasts in isolation [25]. It also abolished the anode-directed response of 
keratocyte fragments [24], although it had no effect on electrotaxis of keratocyte fragments when 
they were treated with cAMP or cGMP which are second messengers to extracellular factors [30]. 
In this work, we wanted to specifically test the extent to which both actin organization and the 
level of cell contractility influenced collective cell electro-taxis in response to an EF of 
physiologically relevant magnitude [31]. In particular, we wanted to determine how these 
modulations affected the speed and directionality of the collective electro-tactic response 
compared to a case with no directional cue. We applied a DC electric field (DCEF) on MDCK II 
monolayers in vitro without or with pharmacological inhibitors that tune actin organization or 
contractility either higher or lower. We found that only the state of higher contractility or the state 
of high degree of actin polymerization showed a large loss of directionality in response to DCEF. 
Importantly, we found that the effect of various pharmacological inhibitions on cell speed in the 
presence of EF was similar to their effect on random cell migration speeds within monolayers in 
the absence of EF for most treatments. The latter result suggests only a minor effect of the electric 
field on the migration machinery itself, compared to its effect on the cell polarization apparatus. 
 
2.2 Materials and methods 
2.2.1 Cell culture 
MDCK (MDCK II, generously provided by Daniel Conway, Virginia Commonwealth University, 
Richmond, VA) cells were cultured with DMEM (Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium, Corning, 






10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) (Corning) at 37 8C and under 5% CO2. For electrotaxis 
experiments, the chamber in which cells were plated was prepared as follows [32]: first, a 
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) well of 10 × 8mm2 inner area was placed in a 60-mm polystyrene 
petri dish (to confine the cells to the PDMS well region). Then, a 30 × 22 mm2 glass coverslip was 
cut in two and the two halves were glued to the petri dish parallel to each other surrounding the 
two sides of the PDMS well (supplementary Figure S1). Then four 3140 silicon rubber barriers 
were made on opposite sides of the cover slips as shown in supplementary figure S1a. The region 
of the chamber confined by the PDMS well was coated with a 0.2 mg/ml solution of Col1 in 0.1 
M acetic acid at 37 8C for 15 min. After washing with PBS, the cells were plated in the PDMS 
well and maintained in the incubator (at 37 8C and 5% CO2) overnight to form an approximately 
10 × 8mm2 rectangular monolayer (with minor imperfections in the vicinity of the well) adherent 
to the chamber substrate. Then, the PDMS well was removed, a coverslip was glued onto the 
sidewall coverslips, and freshly prepared media supplemented with 10 mM HEPES was added to 
the chamber as in supplementary figure S1b. For experiments involving cell treatment with 
pharmacological inhibitors, fresh media containing 10 mM HEPES and inhibitor at the appropriate 
concentration as mentioned was added to the chamber 1 h prior to the experiment. 
 
2.2.2 Electrotaxis chamber 
An electrotaxis chamber similar to that introduced by Song et al. [32] was used to apply DCEF to 
cells in vitro. Steinberg’s solution (60 mM NaCl, 0.7 mM KCl, 0.8 mM MgSO4.7H2O, 0.3 mM 
Ca(NO3)2.4H2O, 1.4 mM Tris base, pH 7.4) in two petri dishes was used as the electrolyte 
solution. Agar salt bridges were prepared as follows: 2% wt/vol agar powder was dissolved in 






into П-shaped glass tubes prepared by heating and bending 10 cm long glass tubes with a 
laboratory burner. The agar subsequently gelled as it cooled. The gelled agar bridges were then 
inserted into the chamber in contact with the cell media at the two ends of the chamber. EF of the 
desired direction was achieved by microscopic alignment of the two bridges. Two silver wire 
electrodes were inserted into the electrolytes (as in Figure 12a), and two connectors from the poles 
of a DC supply (Circuit Specialists, CSI20002S, Tempe, AZ) were connected to the electrodes to 
close the loop. The uncertainties associated with all of the following voltage and current values 
are due to limited increment values of the digital read-outs (from two independent measurements). 
The voltage applied by the power supply was 20 ± 1 V leading to a voltage of 2.40 ± 0.12 V and 
a current of 0.17 ± 0.01 mA measured via a multimeter (M-1750 Elenco, Wheeling, IL) between 
the ends of the agar bridges in the cell chamber, with a distance of 4.5 ± 0.1 cm between them. 







Figure 12. Collective electrotaxis of MDCK cells in the absence of any pharmacological modulation. (a) 
Schematic illustration of sample configuration used for application of DC EF to monolayer (based on set-
up in [32]; please see Materials and Methods section). (b) Phase image of a 860 × 640 μm2 region of 
monolayer superimposed with average local velocity vectors (averaged over 1h) at different locations 
within region as determined using PIV. A scatter plot of all of the average local cell velocity components 
for local cell velocities and a rose plot of their angular distribution are shown on the right (based on a total 
of ~4 ×104 velocity vectors). (c) Phase image of a 860 × 640 μm2 region of the monolayer subject to an 
electric field of 0.53 ±0.03 V/cm superimposed with average local velocity vectors (averaged over 1h) at 
different locations within region as determined using PIV. Electric field direction is indicated above 
(labelled "E" with direction). A scatter plot of all of the average local cell velocity components for local 
cell velocities and a rose plot of their angular distribution are shown on right (based on a total of ~ 4 ×104 







2.2.3 Pharmacological inhibitors 
The pharmacological inhibitors jasplakinolide (Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbor, MI), cytochalasin 
D (MP Biomedicals, Santa Ana, CA), blebbistatin (Cay-man Chemical), and calyculin A (MP 
Biomedicals, Santa Ana, CA) were used in the following concentrations: Cytochalasin D was 
effective at 0.2 mMas assessed by immunofluorescence (supplementary Figure S2). Blebbistatin 
was used at 20 mM as its solubility was reported to decrease beyond this concentration [Varkuti 
et al., 2016]. Higher concentrations such as 50 mM also resulted in MDCK cell–cell contact 
breakage (supplementary Figure S3). Calyculin A was used at 5 mM, the concentration at which 
contractility-dependent traction forces have been specifically shown to increase [Stricker et al., 
2011]. Jasplakinolide is typically used in a relatively wider range (1–500 nM) of concentrations 
[Wan et al., 2011]. We thus used jasplakinolde at 1 nM (low), 50 nM (high), and 500 nM 
(highest)—use at 500 nM resulted in MDCK cell-cell contact breakage and disruption of 
monolayer integrity and hence was excluded from further consideration. It is important to note that 
pharmacological inhibitions as assessed above do not imply complete inhibition of intended 
biochemical targets.  
 
2.2.4 Time-lapse imaging of electrotaxis 
The electrotaxis experiments were imaged using an inverted microscope (DMI8, Leica 
Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) equipped with an air stream incubator (Nevtek, Williamsville, 
VA). The petri dishes’ caps were replaced with a PDMS cap with punched holes to install the agar 
bridges into the chamber as in figure 12a. Electrolyte solutions were then connected with DC 
power supply via silver electrodes. Figure 12a shows the electrotaxis chamber equipped with 






×10 mm2, phase images of the cells within multiple positions in the central region (of ~ 5 × 4 mm2 
area) of the monolayer were captured by time-lapse imaging-first with no EF for at least  1 h and 
then upon EF application for 2 h. Two independent experiments were conducted for each case, 
without or with EF, or without or with specified pharmacological inhibitor. The cell density was 
found to be (based on cell number data in two different regions of area 0.6 mm2 each, for all cases) 
1472 ± 60 cells/mm2 for the control case, 1577 ± 52 cell/mm2 for the blebbistatin treated case, 
1367 ± 67 cells/mm2 for the jasplakinolide (low) treated case, 1468 ± 230 cells/mm2 for the 
jasplakinolide (high) treated case, and 1407 ± 13 cells/mm2 for the calyculin A treated case. Thus, 
cell density variations between untreated and any inhibitor-treated case was 7% or less. In general, 
the cells responded to EF within 1 h and so the time lapse sequence of migration for at least a 1 h 
time period with no EF and a 1 h time period with EF (the time period from 1 h to 2 h after EF 
application, for all cases) was analyzed by PIV (particle image velocimetry).  
 
2.2.5 Quantification of cell migration due to electrotaxis 
PIVlab (version 1.41) [33], an open source MATLAB (R2015b, Math-Works, Natick, MA) 
program for cross-correlation, was used to process the sequence of cell phase images during 
random and electrotactic cell migration. First, image preprocessing, including defining a region of 
interest (ROI) and removing background noise, prepared the image sequences for velocimetry 
[Bashirzadeh et al., 2016]. PIVlab was then used to employ the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 
method with 50% overlapped interrogation windows of 64 × 64 pixels2 and 32 × 32 pixels2 in two 
passes to quantify the displacement of the cells between successive pairs of images resulting in a 
velocity vector field for each successive image. The MATLAB built-in function “rose” was used 






angle (θ) between velocity vectors of monolayers (𝑑 =
∑ cos θ
𝑛
) and the direction of the electric field 
was used as the measure of the directedness d of the migration where n is the total number of 
velocity vectors calculated in different regions of the monolayer. Directedness and the speed of 
cells in monolayers have been calculated for each case based on 3–4.5 × 104 data points. Two-way 
ANOVA was used to test the statistical significance of main effects (EF vs no EF as well as 
inhibitor vs no inhibitor) and interaction effects (in the presence of both EF and inhibitor) with P-
values <0.01 considered significant. Tukey’s honest significant difference criterion was used for 
multiple comparisons. 
MDCK II epithelial monolayers were fixed with 4% w/v paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy 
Sciences, Hatfield, PA) and permeabilized with 0.5%v/v Triton X–100 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Waltham, MA) following standard procedures [Maruthamuthu and Gardel, 2014]. Purified mouse 
anti-b-catenin (BD Transduction Laboratories, BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) at a 1:100 dilution 
and phalloidin (Alexa Fluor, Thermo Fisher Scientific) at a 1:200 dilution were used to stain the 
cells. Rhodamine-goat anti-mouse (Thermo Fisher Scientific) secondary anti-body was used at a 
1:200 dilution. A 20x objective lens was used for immunofluorescence imaging. 
 
2.3. Results and discussion 
2.3.1 Migration of MDCK monolayers toward the cathode in response to applied DCEF 
We applied a physiologically relevant [31] weak DC field of 0.53 ± 0.03 V/cm to MDCK II 
monolayers (of area ~10 × 8 mm2) in the electrotaxis chamber (Figure 12a). This EF magnitude is 
at the lower end in the range used to elicit a response from MDCK cells previously [12, 15] and is 
in the range of endogenous wound EF in humans and animal cells [34-36]. We found that the 






response to this DCEF. Although various types of single cells and epithelial sheets respond to EF, 
epithelial cells in isolation have been reported to respond either slower or not at all to weak EFs 
[12]. This suggests that cell–cell coupling in epithelial sheets plays a critical role in the collective 
response. In fact, blocking E-cadherin or depletion of extracellular Ca2þ has been shown to abolish 
electrotaxis in MDCK monolayers [12]. We therefore wanted to test if impairment of the cadherin-
actin link by a-catenin knock-down would affect MDCK mono-layer electrotaxis. However, we 
found that a-catenin knock-down inhibited even random cell migration within monolayers in the 
absence of EF. Expectedly, migration under EF was also essentially completely inhibited 
(Supplementary Video S6). This result reinforced the importance of the link between cell-cell 












Figure 13. (a) Phase image of a 860 × 640 μm2 region of monolayer pre-treated with 1nM 
jasplakinolide superimposed with average local velocity vectors (averaged over 1h) at different 
locations within region as determined using PIV. A scatter plot of all of the average local cell 
velocity components for local cell velocities and a rose plot of their angular distribution are shown 
on right (based on a total of ~ 4.5 ×104 velocity vectors). (b) Phase image of a 860 × 640 μm2 
region of monolayer pre-treated with 1nM jasplakinolide subject to an electric field of 0.53 ± 0.03 
V/cm superimposed with average local velocity vectors (averaged over 1h) at different locations 
within region as determined using PIV. Electric field direction is indicated above (labelled "E" 
with direction). A scatter plot of all of the average local cell velocity components for local cell 
velocities and a rose plot of their angular distribution are shown on right (based on a total of ~ 4.5 
×104 velocity vectors). Directedness was d = 0.74, slightly but significantly less than that for the 







2.3.2 Promoting actin polymerization perturbs electrotaxis 
Elongation of leading edge involving actin polymerization is one of the primary steps of cell 
migration and is therefore also essential during electrotaxis. To test the effect of F-actin 
stabilization on MDCK monolayer electrotaxis, we treated the cells with either a low (1 nM) or 
high (50 nM) concentration of jasplakinolide [37]. Jasplakinolide is a marine sponge toxin that 
induces actin polymerization [38] and can impact the kinetic and kinematic signatures of 
lamellipodia [39]. It is a potent inducer of actin polymerization in vitro by stimulation of actin 
filament nucleation [40] in a manner not controlled by cellular signaling [22, 38]. Typically, 
inhibiting polymer disassembly with jasplakinolide bound to actin filaments could disrupt normal 
cell motility [41]. Here, jasplakinolide at 1 nM treatment slightly enhanced cell migration speeds 
during both random cell migration with no EF and electrotactic collective response of MDCK 
monolayers to EF (compared to untreated case, main effect P < 0.01, 2-way ANOVA). Figure 13 
shows a representative vector field (Figure 13a) along with the velocity scatter plot (Figure 13b) 
and directionality of the monolayer (Figure 13c) treated with jasplakinolide. Cathode-directed 
electrotactic migration is slightly disturbed with 1 nM jasplakinolide treatment (d = 0.74, 
interaction effect P < 0.01, 2-way ANOVA). However, treatment with jasplakinolide at 50 nM led 
to abrogation of the cathode-directed response to EF (Figure 14, interaction effect P < 0.01, 2-way 
ANOVA). Even though the cell velocities were largely preferentially oriented along the EF axis, 
as evident in the velocity scatter plot in figure 14b, the directedness (toward the cathode) was close 
to zero (d ¼ 0.001). On the other hand, depolymerization of actin filaments by the addition of 0.2 
mM cytochalasin D [42] ceased collective cell migration both without and with EF (Supplementary 







Figure 14. (a) Phase image of a 860 × 640 µm2 region of the monolayer pre-treated with 50 nM 
jasplakinolide superimposed with the average local velocity vectors (averaged over 1 h) at different 
locations within the region as determined using PIV. A scatter plot of all of the average local cell 
velocity components for local cell velocities and a rose plot of their angular distribution are shown 
on the right (based on a total of ~ 3×104 velocity vectors). (b) Phase image of a 860 × 640 µm2 
region of the monolayer pre-treated with 50 nM jasplakinolide subject to an electric field of 
0.53±0.03 V/cm superimposed with the average local velocity vectors (averaged over 1 h) at 
different locations within the region as determined using PIV. Electric field direction is indicated 
above (labelled ‘E’ with direction). A scatter plot of all of the average local cell velocity 
components for local cell velocities and a rose plot of their angular distribution are shown on the 
right (based on a total of ~ 3×104 velocity vectors). Directedness was d = 0.001, significantly less 







2.3.3 Increase, but not a decrease, in cell contractility inhibits electrotaxis 
To test the role of myosin-based contractility in directional migration of cohesive monolayers, we 
treated the monolayer with 20 mM [43] of blebbistatin [44]. Blebbistatin is a rapid inhibitor of 
myosin II ATPases [45, 46] and thus decreases cell contractility. Here, application of blebbistatin 
to MDCK II monolayers slowed down both random migration of cells at no EF and their collective 
response to EF (compared to untreated case, main effect P < 0.01, 2-way ANOVA) (Figure 15a 
and b), even though the effect of blebbistatin on the directionality of the monolayer toward the 
cathode under EF was not significant (d = 0.76, interaction effect P = 0.57, 2-way ANOVA) 
(Figure 15c). This result suggests that reduced contractility does not impair the EF direction-
sensing mechanism even though the migration speed is reduced. Slowing down of the collective 
cell migration of blebbistatin-treated epithelial monolayers may also reflect the disruption of the 
robust coupling between neighboring cells through cell-cell adhesions. 
In contrast to the effect of lowering the contractility, increasing the level of contractility by treating 
the monolayers with 5 nM calyculin A [47] significantly attenuated cathode-directed electrotaxis 
of the MDCK monolayers (d = 0.12, interaction effect P < 0.01, 2-way ANOVA). Calyculin A 
inhibits protein phosphatases and thus promotes myosin activity by inhibiting myosin light chain 
phosphatase [48, 49]. Although cells treated with calyculin A showed impaired directedness 
toward the cathode under EF, calyculin A only had a minor (but statistically significant) effect on 
cell speed compared to the untreated case, either without or with the application of EF (compared 
to untreated case, main effect P < 0.01, 2-way ANOVA) (Figure 16). It should be noted that while 
calyculin A-induced enhanced contractility has been reported in literature [50], we cannot rule out 
that calyculin A-induced phosphorylation of other molecular players may have also additionally 







Figure 15. (a) Phase image of a 860 × 640 µm2 region of the monolayer pre-treated with 20 μM 
blebbistatin superimposed with the average local velocity vectors (averaged over 1 h) at different 
locations within the region as determined using PIV. A scatter plot of all of the average local cell 
velocity components for local cell velocities and a rose plot of their angular distribution are shown 
on the right (based on a total of ~ 3×104 velocity vectors). (b) Phase image of a 860 × 640 µm2 
region of the monolayer pre-treated with 20 μM blebbistatin subject to an electric field of 
0.53±0.03 V/cm superimposed with the average local velocity vectors (averaged over 1 h) at 
different locations within the region as determined using PIV. Electric field direction is indicated 
above (labelled ‘E’ with direction). A scatter plot of all of the average local cell velocity 
components for local cell velocities and a rose plot of their angular distribution are shown on the 
right (based on a total of ~ 3×104 velocity vectors). Directedness was d = 0.76, slightly but 
significantly less than that for the control case (p < 0.01). For the angular rose plots, cathode is at 







Recent experiments with keratocytes and a corresponding ‘compass’ model [24] suggest that two 
competing intracellular pathways bias a cell along the direction of the applied EF. Actin 
polymerization influences the strength of the “frontness” cue [24] in this model, directing the cells 
toward the cathode whereas contractility promotes migration toward the anode by inducing the 
rear of the cell to point toward the cathode. The effect of calyculin A on collective cell electrotaxis 
as reported here is consistent with the proposed compass model [24] of electrotaxis: higher 
contractility as a result of treatment with calyculin A may promote the “backness” cue to point 
toward the cathode (and the cell to point toward the anode) in opposition to the cells’ normal 
electrotactic response toward the cathode. These opposing factors could well have resulted in the 
low level of directedness as reported above upon calyculin A treatment. In contrast, decrease of 
contractility using blebbistatin is expected to suppress the backness cue, leaving the frontness cue 
to dominate and point toward the cathode as in the untreated case. Promoting actin polymerization 
with a low concentration of jasplakinolide is expected to similarly maintain cathode directedness 
by promoting the frontness cue, but higher jasplakinolide concentrations may impair the dynamic 







Figure 16. (a) Phase image of a 860 × 640 µm2 region of the monolayer pre-treated with 5 nM 
calyculin A superimposed with the average local velocity vectors (averaged over 1 h) at different 
locations within the region as determined using PIV. A scatter plot of all of the average local cell 
velocity components for local cell velocities and a rose plot of their angular distribution are shown 
on the right (based on a total of ~ 4.5×104 velocity vectors). (b) Phase image of a 860 × 640 µm2 
region of the monolayer pre-treated with 5 nM calyculin A subject to an electric field of 0.53±0.03 
V/cm superimposed with the average local velocity vectors (averaged over 1 h) at different 
locations within the region as determined using PIV. Electric field direction is indicated above 
(labelled ‘E’ with direction). A scatter plot of all of the average local cell velocity components for 
local cell velocities and a rose plot of their angular distribution are shown on the right (based on a 
total of ~ 4.5×104 velocity vectors). Directedness was d = 0.12, significantly less than that for the 







2.3.4 Electric field appears to largely affect cell polarity rather than cell migration speeds 
Electrotactic cell motility was affected to various extents by the specific pharmacological agents 
used in this study. The differential effect of these treatments on cell speed in the presence of EF 
was statistically significant in all cases. However, we wanted to assess the magnitude of change 
affected by these different inhibitor treatments in the absence or presence of EF. Figure 17 
compares the average random speeds in the absence of EF and electrotactic migration speeds in 
the presence of EF of inhibitor-treated monolayers. Except for jasplakinolide treatment at the 
higher concentration, which may have affected the cell’s ability to undergo persistent directional 
migration, the magnitude of cell speeds without EF and with EF were similar in magnitude 
(although the differences among them were statistically significant, Figure 17). These results may 
suggest that the EF primarily affects the components of the cell polarization pathway rather than 







Figure 17. Average local cell speed (filled circles) within MDCK monolayers without EF is 
plotted against that with EF, with control as well as different pharmacological treatments as 
indicated. Dotted line indicates a line of slope 1 through the origin. The standard error of the mean 
in all cases was less than the size of the filled circles and therefore not depicted. Directedness (as 
defined in Materials and Methods) of collective cell migration in each case is shown in brackets, 
with a directedness of 1 corresponding to uniformly directed collective migration towards the 
cathode and a directedness of 0 corresponding to no preferential migration towards the cathode. 
 
2.4 Conclusion 
Cathode-directed collective migration response of MDCK monolayers to EF was tested under a 






treatment with calyculin A and the higher concentration of jasplakinolide nearly eliminated the 
directedness of cells in response to EF. In contrast to directedness, cell speed in the presence of 
EF was affected by the pharmacological agents perturbing both actin polymerization state and 
myosin activity to various extents. However, the motility of the cells in the monolayer in most 
cases was largely conserved in magnitude between the cases without and with EF, except for actin 
stabilization using higher jasplakinolide concentration. Based on our results, we speculate that EF 
has a stronger effect on cell migration directionality rather than on cell migration capacity per se 
during collective cell response to EF. 
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Figure S1. Schematic depiction of the preparation of the sample chamber used for the application 
of EF, as adapted from [32]. (a) Configuration of the petri dish with a PDMS well within which 
cells were plated. (b) The PDMS well was replaced with a coverslip as a roof over the cells and 
the media was supplemented with 10 mM HEPES as well as any pharmacological inhibitors as 











Figure S2. Immunofluorescence images of MDCK stained for actin (with phalloidin), either (a) 
untreated (control) or (b) treated with 0.2 µM cytochalasin D for 1 h. Notice the well-defined actin 
cytoskeleton in the control case and the disassembled actin cytoskeleton in the treated case. Scale 
bar is 20 µm. 
 
Figure S3. Immunofluorescence images of MDCK stained for actin (with phalloidin), either (a) 
untreated (control), (b) treated with 20 µM blebbistatin or (c) treated with 50 µM blebbistatin for 
1 h. Notice the well-defined actin cytoskeleton in the control case, the decreased filamentous actin 
in the 20 µM blebbistatin treated case, and the ruptured cell-cell contacts in the 50 µM blebbistatin 
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3.1 Introduction 
Most type of cells in vivo inhabit in an extra cellular domain whose stiffness is in the range of 
kilopascal [51]. This is in contrast to cells grown in tissue culture dishes whose stiffness are several 
orders of magnitude higher. Experiments with cells on protein-conjugated ECM-soft substrates 
have shown that substrate stiffness influences cell migration as well as adhesion to the ECM 
beneath [52, 53]. In fact, substrate elastic properties is one factor controlling cell function [54] in 
a manner similar to pervasive biochemical signals. Protein-conjugated polyacrylamide gels are 
water-pervading hydrogels that have been widely used as cell culture substrates for 
mechanobiology studies [55]. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) has 
been widely used as a biocompatible silicone gel with varied stiffness (in the range kPa to MPa) 






substrates with more physiologically relevant stiffness in the range of a few kilopascals have been 
utilized as a biocompatible substrate for mechanobiology studies [57, 58]. 
A variety of approaches have been introduced for measuring  substrate elastic properties  including 
atomic force microscopy (AFM), macroscopic stretch-induced deformation of samples, micro 
rheology, sphere indentation, and micro-indentation with spherical tips [59]. Each of these 
methods has its own capabilities and weaknesses yet spherical indentation method (Figure 18) is 
a straightforward and fairly precise technique which only requires having access to a fluorescence 
microscope capable of wide-field imaging. Metallic spheres have been used to measure hydrogel 
stiffness in prior work [53, 60, 61]. Works which demonstrated the importance of substrate 
elasticity to cell migration used this technique to measure elastic properties of hydrogels [53]. 
Confocal microscopy techniques have also been recently employed to properly characterize 
substrate stiffness [60].  
Here, we introduce a simple protocol for fabricating a soft silicone sample, embedding fluorescent 
beads (and ECM protein such as collagen I) on the top surface of the sample, capturing phase 
images of indenting sphere and fluorescence imaging of the top surface of the sample, and lastly, 
processing the captured images to measure the Young’s modulus of the silicone sample. The 
prepared substrate can be directly used for TFM experiments. Use of stiff silicone such as PDMS 
as the base for soft silicone can also be used for mechanobiology studies involving substrate stretch 
which is discussed in chapter 5. Also, useful considerations imperative for preventing possible 









3.2 Protocol for measuring stiffness 
3.2.1 Preparation of the bead-coupled substrate 
1. Pour 5 gr uncured PDMS (10:1 Base to Agent ratio) into a plastic dish and mix it for 2-3 
minutes. 
2. Cast the uncured PDMS mixture into a 60 mm petri dish. 
3.  Leave the Petri dish in vacuum chamber for 30 min in order to eliminate air bubbles. 
4. Place the petri dish on a flat hot plate at 80 ͦ C for 4 hours.  
5. Pour 2.77 gr (to be 1 mm thick) uncured soft silicone (CY52-276A/B) with A:B ratio of 
1:1 into a plastic dish and mix it for 2-3 minutes. 
6. Cast the uncured soft silicone mixture on the cured PDMS in the petridish. 
7.  Leave the petri dish in vacuum chamber for 10 minutes in order to eliminate air bubbles. 
8. Place the petri dish on the flat hot plate at 70 ͦ C for 30 minutes.  
9. Incubate the cured soft silicone with 70% ethanol for 5 min  
10. UV expose the soft silicone for 5 min (10 cm from UV source) (Figure 18a). 
11. Cut and remove the cured PDMS/soft silicone sample from the petri dish. 
12. Incubate the soft PDMS with 1 mL of the mixture of EDC/NHS + beads + Col1 in DI water 
for 30 min by inverting the sample on the mixture as shown in figure 18b. Cover the sample 
with aluminum foil during incubation to avoid fluorescent beads being exposed to room 
light.  
Note: The EDC/NHS + beads + Col1 mixture can be prepared while the soft silicone/PDMS 
sample is being exposed to UV. 1 mL of the mixture contains: 19mg of 1-ethyl-3-(3-
dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC), 11mg N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide (sulfo-NHS), 30 






available in the fluorescence microscope) microbeads, and 0.02 mg collagen I (from a rat tail, stock 
concentration of 4 mg/mL in 0.02 M acetic acid) to obtain a collagen concentration of about 0.02 
mg/mL. The EDC/NHS/bead/collagen I mixture is briefly vortexed before coupling to the soft 
silicone sample. 
13. Remove the sample and set it upright in a new petri dish so that the soft silicone is face up. 
14. Wash the sample with proper amount of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). After aspirating 
PBS, pour 5 mL of PBS on the sample. 
15. Place and leave the sample in incubator overnight so that the soft silicone is further cured 
for about a day.    
 
3.2.2 Measuring Young's modulus of the prepared substrate  
1. Aspirate PBD, and add 4 mL DI water on the soft silicone sample.  
2. Immerse and drop five 1 mm spherical indenters of proper density (look at table 1) on the soft 
silicone using pointed tweezers. There should be a gap of at least 5mm between the indenters. 
3. Setup the sample petri dish on the stage of the wide-filed microscope.  
4. Use a 10 X objective lens to focus on one of the indenters. 
5 Take a phase image of the indenter. Use a tile scan if necessary.  
6. Pan the live preview frame to the left so that indenter center is located at the right side of the 
frame and a region 1.5 R (indenter radius) away from the center is located at the left side of the 
frame. Switch from live phase imaging to the illumination for red fluorescence channel (if red 
fluorescence beads are coupled to the substrate).  
7. Take a z-stack image sequence with a step size of 0.5 μm in a manner that plane z1 (Figure 18c) 






hand side of the frame at least 1.5 R away from the indenter center) come into focus and go out of 
focus. Then save the z-stack image sequence.  
8. Repeat step 4-7 for the other 4 indenters.  
9. Open the phase of each indenter in ImageJ and measure their diameter by the line tool of the 
ImageJ (Figure 18e). 
10. Open the z-stack fluorescent bead images in imageJ and by eye try to find, respectively, the 
frame numbers F1 and F2, where the beads under the indenter center (near the right edge of the 
frame) and beads near the left edge of the frame (top plane) are in the best focus. Figure 19a shows 
a frame where the fluorescent beads under the indenter center are in the best focus (near the edge 
of the frame). 
11. At frame F1 draw a line across a micro-bead under the indenter center (Figure 19b). 
12. Obtain the line scan intensity across the bead by ImageJ. Select different frames (in the 
neighborhood of the frame F1) to update the line scan intensity profile. The frame number F3, 
which gives the greatest maximum intensity is the frame best in focus under the indenter center 
(plane z1 in figure 18c).  
13. Repeat steps 11-12 to obtain the frame F4 at which the beads are in focus 1.5 R away from the 
center (near the left edge of the frame). 
14. The indentation depth (δ = z2-z1) can be calculated as 0.5 (F4-F3). 
15. Next, calculate the exerted force on the substrate by the indenter. To do this, subtract the 
buoyant force acting on the sphere from the liquid media (DI water) from the indenter weight to 
obtain the exerted force acting on the substrate (figure 1d). The exerted force on the substrate is 
therefore calculated as F = (4/3) g π R3 (ρindentor - ρmedium) where g is the acceleration due to gravity 













where, here, ν is the Poisson’s ratio of the sof silicone substrate (ν ≈ 0.5 for incompressible 
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 ; and 𝑏 =
0.6387−1.0277+1.5164𝜈2
1−𝜈
. ℎ is the thickness of the soft silicone 
substrate (figure 18c) that can be calculated by the amount of soft silicone which was cast into the 
petri dish before being cured (in this protocol the thickness of the sample was 1mm as mentioned). 
For large substrate thickness (ℎ > √𝑅𝛿), c is close to 1. Parameters on the right-hand side of 
equation 1 should be expressed in SI units to obtain E in Pa.  






Figure 18. Substrate stiffness measurement by sphere indentation. (a) The prepared soft silicone substrate 
on hard PDMS base is exposed to deep UV light of wave lengths of 254 nm. (b) The sample is then inverted 
on EDC/NHS/fluorescent bead/collagen I mixture and incubated for 30 min. This allows the fluorescent 
beads to conjugate to the substrate top surface. The sample is further cured at 37°C overnight while kept 
incubated in PBS. The sample is placed in liquid media of known density (e.g. DI water) when ready for 
stiffness measurement. (c) Metallic spheres of radius R (0.5 mm here) are immersed into the liquid media 
and settled on the soft silicone surface. The deflection of the substrate (δ) is measured using a wide field 
fluorescent microscope. (d) The force acting on the substrate from the sphere is obtained by subtracting 
the buoyant force acting on the sphere from its weight (Fw-FB). (e) The phase image of a sphere indenter. 
The radius of the sphere can be measured by drawing a line in ImageJ. The Young's modulus of the 







Figure 19. (a) The fluorescent bead image of the z-plane under the indenter center. The beads are in the best 
focus under the indenter center located near the right edge of the frame (black box). (b) A line is drawn 
across a fluorescent bead under the indenter center. (c) Line scan profile across the bead can be obtained 
by ImageJ at different planes. The shown profile gave the greatest value of maximum intensity (black 
arrow). The corresponding frame is chosen as the frame in which the beads under the indenter center are 
best in focus. By repeating this step for a region 1.5 R away from the indenter center (near the left edge of 
the frame), the best-in-focus top plane of the substrate is found. Substrate deflection can then be obtained 






Table 1. The Young's modulus of silicone substrates with different A:B ratios measured using the 




















Material Ratio Indenter density (g/cc) Young's Modulus in kPa (Avg±Std)
PAA Gel,  E nominal = 20.7 kPa 4.66 22.1±4.2
CY 52-276 A/B A:B 5:4 4.66 2.7 ± 2.1
CY 52-276 A/B A:B 1:1 4.66 7.3 ± 1.9
CY 52-276 A/B A:B 4:7 14.95 37.6 ± 3.9







NON-INTRUSIVE MEASUREMENT OF WALL SHEAR STRESS IN FLOW 
CHANNELS 
Note: the contents of this chapter have been published in the Sensors and Actuators A: Physical.  
Y. Bashirzadeh, S. Qian, and V. Maruthamuthu, “Non-intrusive measurement of wall shear stress 




• Fourier transform traction cytometry (FTTC) was used to extract wall coated with soft 
silicone. 
• This approach introduces a non-intrusive direct method of shear stress measurement for 
flow channels.  
• The method showed its applicability for a range of flow rates under Poiseuille flow regime 
in rectangular channels.  
 
Abstract 
Flow shear stress measurement plays an important role in the characterization of macro and micro 
fluidic systems. Many currently used wall shear sensors quantify local shear stress with the use of 
fluid-disruptive probes, unless installed accurately flush to the channel surface. Non-intrusive 
shear stress measurement systems capable of quantifying the shear stress vector field in larger 
areas are highly desirable. The present study reports on non-intrusive direct measurement of wall 






Fourier transform traction cytometry. This method uses the known mechanical properties of a soft 
substrate strained under the flow to quantify the shear stress field. Under fully developed pressure-
driven laminar flows of different flow rates in a rectangular channel, the average magnitude of 
wall shear stress thus obtained matched with the theoretical results obtained for Poiseuille flow. 
The major advantage of this method is the direct experimental characterization of wall shear stress 
vector field without disruption of the flow itself. The method shows promise in the characterization 
of shear flow in diverse areas such as aerospace and bioengineering. 
Keywords: Wall friction, PIV, Fourier transform, Traction force microscopy  
 
4.1 Introduction 
Characterization of frictional forces exerted by fluid flow on solid surfaces is of practical 
importance in macro and micro fluidics. Several techniques involving mechanical, thermal, 
optical, and chemical methods [64] have been used to quantify the wall shear stress field exerted 
by fluid flow. Methods such as hot film and hot wire anemometry [65], oil-film interferometry 
[66], use of liquid crystals [67, 68], electrochemical sensing [69], micro-electro-mechanical 
systems, (MEMS) [70, 71] and their new generation versions [72] such as densely arrayed direct 
sensing MEMS micro-sensors [73] with high spatial resolution measure local shear stress via flush-
mounted floating sensors [74]. Therefore, accurate measurements require thickness of the floating 
element be small enough [74] and its gap under the element be less than a few viscous length scales 
[75] to reduce pressure-gradient induced errors [74]. These probes also need to measure 
intermediate parameters (eg. current and voltage) calibrated against shear stress [65]. As a non-






stress field) with high spatial resolution in all-PDMS flow channels using the micron-scale 
displacement of a wall with specific mechanical properties.  
In general, the high stiffness of solid surfaces that comprise the channel walls results in extremely 
low surface strain that is difficult to be observed under fluid shear stress. An analogous problem 
exists in the domain of bioengineering, wherein cell-generated stresses on solid surfaces are to be 
determined. For physiologically relevant cell substrate stiffness in the range of kPa, measurement 
of surface strain has enabled the determination of cell-generated traction stress. Several methods 
have been used to realize traction force microscopy (TFM) [76] which involves determination of 
traction stresses from the measured displacement of soft substrates. For example, the displacement 
of micropost force sensor arrays has been used to measure the traction force exerted by cells [77]. 
A similar method has been used to quantify the wall shear stress of driven fluids [78, 79]. While 
image processing is conventionally used for this purpose, MEMS technology can be used for 
quantification of the beam deformation [80]. An alternate approach is to use continuous substrates 
which are uniform and flat. For example, Gijsen et al. [81] used speckle pattern interferometry to 
measure deformation of a gel substrate to calculate the exerted flow shear stress by using Hooke’s 
law. 
Here, we use micro-particle imaging velocimetry (PIV) to obtain the displacement field in a soft 
substrate/wall and use regularized Fourier transform traction cytometry (FTTC) to determine the 
shear stresses from the flow-induced displacement. Considering the substrate as an incompressible 
elastic isotropic half space [7], traction forces can be obtained by solving 𝑋 = 𝐺𝐹 where the 
knowns 𝑋 and 𝐺 are, respectively, the displacement vector and the Green function of the substrate, 
and  𝐹 is the exerted force vector. Butler et al. [8] introduced an efficient solution to this problem 






space and then inverted back to real space. Regularization has also been shown to be necessary to 
obtain valid solutions for the stresses [7] and is therefore used in the FTTC implementation here. 
Soft linear isotropic elastic substrates such as polyacrylamide (PAA) gels and PDMS 
(Polydimethylsiloxane) elastomers of low stiffness (Young's modulus of 0.2-20 kPa) such as 
CY52-276 A/B [9, 10] are, in general, suitable substrates for this purpose. PDMS is a low cost and 
optically transparent silicone elastomer which can be easily bonded to other surfaces [82]. The 
method demonstrated here uses a soft silicone substrate (CY52-276 A/B, Dow Corning, Midland, 
MI, USA) and is thus especially useful when it is desirable that the flow channel be entirely made 
of silicone (for example, to meet chemical compatibility requirements), as is common in many 
applications in microfluidics.  
The present paper uses micro-PIV techniques followed by FTTC to measure wall shear stress 
vectors exerted by fluid flowing through PDMS channels of rectangular cross section. While 
Mueller [83] introduced the approach and measured displacement of fluorescent beads embedded 
on much stiffer PDMS substrate (E = 500 kPa) under different flow rates, no shear stresses were 
reported.  Here, a silicone elastomer of low Young’s modulus in the range of 0.6 to 0.8 kPa is used 
to constitute the wall (substrate) such that shear stress of the order of 1 Pa in the fully developed 
region of a pressure- driven laminar flow through a PDMS channel of rectangular cross section 
can be determined. The results obtained in the mid width of the channel at several flow rates are 
validated by comparison to the theoretical wall shear stress expected for Poiseuille flow in a 









4.2. Materials and methods 
Briefly, to make the flow channel, cured PDMS replica from a mold (constituting the top and side 
channel walls) is bonded to a soft silicone (e.g. CY52-276 A/B, Dow Corning, Midland, MI, USA) 
film as substrate (bottom wall). Marker fluorescent micro-beads embedded in the soft silicone top 
layer are used for measurement of the substrate displacement field. Microscopic image sequences 
of fluorescent beads embedded in the substrate are used for quantifying substrate displacement 
with the help of micro-PIV. Then, the Boussinesq Green function of the substrate is used to solve 
for the shear stress via FTTC [7, 8]. 
 
4.2.1 Channel fabrication  
 
The elastic substrate of the channel was made of soft silicone CY52-276 A/B (Dow Corning, 
Midland, MI, USA). Briefly, a ~0.9 mm thick slab of CY52-276 A/B with a ratio of 1:1 was 
prepared on a clean glass slide. After 15 min of bubble removal in a vacuum chamber, the 
compound was cured at 50 ◦C on a hot plate for 10 min. The cured compound on the glass slide 
was then exposed to deep UV light (with the lamp 10 cm away) for 5 min (Figure 20a). 
Immediately after UV exposure, the top surface of the compound was seeded with carboxylate 
fluorescent beads (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) of 0.44 μm diameter. For this purpose, two 
glass supports were placed in a petri dish with a separation distance less than the length of the glass 
slide. Suspension containing 19 mg EDC (1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide) 
(Thermo fisher scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), 11 mg sulfo-NHS (N-Hydroxysulfosuccinimide) 
(Thermo fisher scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), 30 μL of 1% w/v fluorescent beads, and 1 mL 






suspension and incubated for 30 min in dark (Figure 20b). This method has the advantage that the 
fluorescent beads are only seeded on the top surface of the substrate. This avoids out of plane bead 
noise during micro-PIV cross-correlation. It should also be mentioned that the incubation of 
inverted soft silicone significantly prevents cluster formation of beads on the surface due to 
gravity. 
To complete the fabrication process, a stiff PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning, Midland, MI, 
USA) replica of the rectangular channel (containing reservoirs) was bonded to the soft PDMS 
substrate. Briefly, uncured PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning, Midland, MI, USA) with base to 
curing agent ratio of 10:1 was poured on a master mold resembling the channel. After 30 min of 
bubble removal in a vacuum chamber, the PDMS covering the master was cured at 80 ◦C for 4 
hours. After preparation of the open outlet reservoir by cutting a part of the PDMS replica 
resembling the outlet, the replica was bonded to the prepared soft PDMS (CY52-276 A/B) 
substrate (Figure 20c). Strong adhesion between stiff PDMS and CY52-276 A/B compound 
provided us with a water tight sealed channel at high flow rates with no need for plasma treatment 
often used in microfluidic channel fabrication. Finally, flow was injected to the inlet through a 
blunt needle inserted into the inlet and fixed with a bonded piece of PDMS (Figure 20d). The 
length, width and height of the fabricated channel were 40.7, 9.9 and 0.85 mm respectively. At the 
end of each experiment, substrate stiffness was measured by microscopy using the sphere 
indentation method [61] (described in section 3.2) using zirconium spherical indenters with a 







Figure 20. Fabrication of the all-PDMS flow channel. (a) Cured soft PDMS on a glass slide was 
first incubated with ethanol (for 5 min), air dried, and exposed to deep UV for 5 min. (b) Soft 
PDMS on glass slide was then inverted on fluorescent bead suspension and incubated for 30 min. 
(c) Hard PDMS replica cured on channel mold was placed on soft PDMS and created a water tight 
seal with no need for bonding treatment. (d) Inlet was supplied with pressure-driven flow through 
a bent blunt needle fixed to the inlet via a piece of PDMS. Prepared fluidic device was setup on 






4.2.2 Micro-PIV and FTTC 
The prepared channel was first placed on the stage of a Leica DMi8 epifluorescence inverted 
microscope (Leica Microsystems, Buffalo Grove, IL, USA) equipped with a Clara cooled CCD 
camera (Andor Technology Ltd, Belfast, Ulster, UK) and a 10x objective lens. Pressure-driven DI 
water flows of fixed flow rates were provided by an infusion syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, 
PHD 2000, Holliston, MA, USA). Fluorescent image sequences of the micro-beads seeded on the 
substrate were taken before and after application of the pressure-driven flow. 
A MATLAB (R2017a, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) PIV program for cross-correlation [84] 
available at http://www.oceanwave.jp/softwares/mpiv/ was used to process image pairs of 
fluorescent beads on the substrate. The image pairs were those taken of the micro-beads while the 
fluid was stationary (reference image) and while the fluid flow reached steady state (target image). 
First, image preprocessing such as adjusting the brightness and contrast, defining the  region of 
interest (ROI) and removing background noise by Imagej [85, 86] prepared the image sequences 
for velocimetry. The program then used 50% overlapped interrogation windows of 128×128 pixel2 
to quantify the displacement of beads between each pair of images resulting in a displacement 
vector field for each pair. The program was able to post-process the obtained vector fields, 
including interpolation of missing data, outlier removal, and data smoothing as necessary.  
Assuming CY52-276 A/B cured compound layer to be an elastic isotropic half space with 
Poisson’s ratio of ν ≈ 0.5 [9] and given its measured shear modulus of elasticity (as measured by 
the indentation of a sphere), an FTTC program using Boussinesq solution [7, 8, 87, 88] was used 
to solve the elasticity problem [8] as follows: For the Green function (𝐺) and obtained 
displacement vectors (?⃗?), shear stress vector (𝜏𝑤⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗) field in the ROI was solved using equation (1):  








where 𝐹2 denotes two-dimensional Fourier transform. Figure 21 shows a side view of the geometry 
of the problem. The average of the quantified shear stresses at each flow rate was finally validated 
by comparison with theoretically obtained wall shear stresses exerted by the above pressure-driven 
flow. 
 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
Substrate shear stress measurements were conducted under pressure-driven laminar flows at 




ranging from ~140 to 310. The ROI window of 897 ×670 μm2 (with its center set at mid width of 
the channel substrate, 36 and 4.7 mm away from the inlet and outlet respectively) for shear stress 
measurements was the position where the flow can be considered as hydrodynamically fully 
developed. Conventional theory predicted the entrance length (𝐿𝑒~ 0.06 × 𝐷ℎ𝑅𝑒) at different flow 




rectangular microchannels may be significantly lower than 0.06 [89].  
 
4.3.1 Determination of displacement at the wall  
First, the displacement field of the top of the substrate was obtained at several flow rates. Figure 
22 shows unidirectional and nearly uniform displacement of the substrate in the flow direction. 
Figure 23 shows the average magnitude of the substrate displacement in the ROI at different flow 
rates. The error bars correspond to ± standard deviation of the experimental data. The data in all 
experiments showed a similar trend in average displacement. A limitation of the method is poor 






mL/min (data not shown). One may be able to use soft substrates with lower stiffness or solve this 
issue by using smaller particles and image processing techniques with higher resolution.  
 
 
Figure 21. Schematic of side view of the PDMS rectangular channel. Displacement field of the 
soft substrate under frictional drag of Poiseuille flow is measured by PIV of marker fluorescent 
micro-beads embedded in the top layer of the soft substrate. Considering the Young's modulus (E 
≈ 0.8 kPa) and Poisson's ration (ν ≈ 0.5) of the displaced substrate (soft PDMS), shear stress field 
on the substrate can be quantified by FTTC and validated with theoretical wall shear stress 
expected for the viscous flow. 
       
4.3.2 Determination of shear stress at the wall  
In order to determine the shear stress from displacement, the elastic modulus of the substrate was 






density was placed on the elastic substrate. Using phase contrast imaging, the diameter of the 
indenter was found to be 1.1 ± 0.05 mm. Using widefield fluorescence imaging of the micro-beads 
in the substrate top layer, the deflection of the substrate under the indenter (indentation depth) was 
measured. Given the indentation depth and the film thickness of the substrate (~ 0.9 mm), a 
modified version of Hertz theory [92], Dimitriadis et al.’s model [62] was used to obtain the 
Young's modulus of the substrate. The Young's modulus of substrate prepared, following the 
indentation method, was found to be 0.8 ± 0.3 kPa (Figure 24). 
Figure 25 shows the shear stress maps obtained by FTTC analysis of the substrate as an 
incompressible elastic isotropic half space. The shear stress vector field was unidirectional and 
nearly uniform, similar to that of displacement, except at low flow rates where the shear stress 
vectors have small components normal to the flow direction. Our results showed a nearly linear 
relationship between the substrate displacement and the exerted flow shear stress at all flow rates 
(data not shown). Figure 26 shows the average magnitude of shear stress vectors in the ROI versus 
the applied pressure-driven flow rates. Vertical error bars show the ± standard deviation of the 
experimental data. As the substrate is expected to show nearly linear elastic characteristics [9] 
under the applied shear force, a similar trend as that existing in the displacement fields is expected. 
Higher standard deviation (error bars) of the shear stress at different flow rates compared to that 
of the displacement field reflects two factors: the relatively high uncertainty in the measured 







Figure 22. Substrate displacement field in the region of interest (ROI) at different flow rates. The 
displacement vector field of the substrate in a rectangular ROI in the mid width of the channel 
(under the centerline) was measured by particle imaging velocimetry of the fluorescent bead 








Figure 23. Average displacement at the top surface of the substrate increasing with fluid flow rate. 
The mean value of the average displacement in the rectangular ROI located in the mid width of 
the channels is expected to linearly increase with flow rate. Error bars show ± standard deviation 
of local displacements obtained from three experiments. 
 
In the mid-width of the channel, the velocity profile of a fully developed laminar flow in 
rectangular channels was expected. Assuming no slip at the channel walls, this indicates a linear 
relationship between the applied flow rate (𝑄) and wall shear stress (𝜏𝑤).  Eq. 2 shows this relation 


















Where 𝑤 and ℎ are width and height of the channel. As shown in Figure 26, the expected 
theoretical line (relating the shear stress and flow rate) agrees with the measured experimental 
results. The average displacements and shear stresses obtained from different experiments in the 
same conditions showed similar trends.  
It should be mentioned that in small length-scales complex molecular dynamics at the liquid and 
liquid-solid interface affects the quasi-static process of the channel flow [94]. Although, the 
channel height here is relatively high (0.85 mm) providing a surface-to-volume ratio in the order 
of 103 m-1. This reduces the possibility of non-equilibrium flow conditions (considered for 
channels of micron length scales) which affects the validity of Navier-Stokes equations and the 
no-slip boundary condition at the channel walls [95]. Invalidity of these basic assumptions could 
also be seen in flows of liquid with non-Newtonian behavior [96] yet it is unknown the point at 
which stress-rate of strain relationship becomes non-linear in liquid flows [97]. With that said, the 
threshold of shear rate at which water shows non-Newtonian behavior is extraordinarily high [97] 







Figure 24. Stiffness measurement of the substrate with several indenters. ν and R are Poisson's 
ratio and radius of the indenter respectively. δ is indentation depth and F accounts for the 
indentation force. The average ± standard deviation of the substrate Young’s modulus (E) was 








Figure 25. Shear stress vector field in the ROI shown as heat maps as a function of flow rate. The 
Scale bar for the heat map is shown on the right side and the scale bar for distance is shown below 








Figure 26. Determined average wall shear stress plotted as a function of flow rate. The mean value 
of shear stress in the rectangular ROI located in the mid width of the channels is expected to 
linearly increase with flow rate (line). Error bars show standard deviation of local shear stress 
magnitudes obtained in three experiments. 
 
4.4 Conclusions  
A non-intrusive method for determining the wall shear stress in flow channels was presented. Wall 
shear stress field of the order of 1 Pa exerted by Poiseuille flow through a rectangular channel of 
dimensions of a few mm was measured using FTTC. The only experimental modification of the 
flow channel required is the coating of a wall with soft silicone with doped fluorescent microbeads. 






seamlessly integrated to yield wall shear stress values at varying flow conditions. Micro-PIV was 
used to quantify the wall displacement field by image processing of fluorescent beads embedded 
at the top surface of the wall. Sphere indentation method was used to measure the wall stiffness 
(<1 kPa) and the wall shear stress field was determined from the displacement field of the wall by 
regularized FTTC. The results obtained in the fully developed region of the channel at different 
flow rates ranging from 40 to 90 mL/min agree with theoretical wall shear stress of the Poiseuille 
flow. The minimum flow rate over which substrate displacement was measurable was limited by 
the resolution of micro-PIV. The method presented here is a versatile and non-disruptive means of 
quantifying shear stress vectors with high spatial resolution. By lowering the substrate stiffness 
and using high resolution image processing techniques one may characterize the shear stress over 
a wide range of flow rates.  
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Abstract 
The mechanical response of large multi-cellular collectives to external stretch has remained largely 
unexplored, despite its relevance to normal function and to external challenges faced by some 
tissues. Here, we introduced a novel yet simple hybrid substrate made of a layer each of hard and 
soft silicone to enable external stretch while providing a more physiologically relevant physical 
micro-environment for cells. We micropatterned epithelial islands on the substrate using a stainless 
steel stencil to allow for a roughly circular island shape while not restraining the cells at the edges. 
While the strain energy stored in the substrate for unstretched cell islands expectedly stayed 
constant over time, we found that a uniaxial 10% stretch resulted in an abrupt increase, followed 
by sustained increase in the strain energy of the islands over tens of minutes, indicating slower 
dynamics than for single cells reported previously. At the same time, the sheet tension at the mid-
line within the island, perpendicular to the stretch direction, also more than doubled compared to 






direction also reached similar levels over tens of minutes indicating the tendency of the island to 
homogenize its internal stress. We suggest that the hybrid silicone substrate provides for an 
accessible substrate for studying the mechanobiology of large epithelial cell islands and other cell 
collectives. 
Keywords: mechanobiology, strain, traction force, sheet tension, micropatterning 
 
5.1 Introduction 
External mechanical stimuli are known to regulate physiological processes controlling tissue 
development, maintenance and disease [98-100]. Mechanotransduction of signals due to 
substrate/ECM stretch via focal adhesions and ion channels regulates growth, migration, 
proliferation and differentiation in different cell types [101-105]. Particular cell responses to 
stretch depend on both stretch direction and frequency. For instance, adherent cells specifically 
reorient perpendicular to stretch direction for uniaxial cyclic strain [106]. The response of cells to 
stretch also depends on the extent of cell-cell interactions, with rheological properties evolving 
over time for stretched monolayers [107].  
A primary aspect of the mechanical response of cells is the change in the traction force exerted by 
the cells on the substrate upon stretch. Traction force exertion in human airway smooth muscle 
cells was impaired right after stretch-unstretch maneuvers [108]. Traction forces exerted by 
uniaxially stretched human alveolar single epithelial cells was greater than the baseline but it 
significantly weakened to a level lower than the baseline upon release [109]. Human umbilical 
vein endothelial cells also displayed traction forces that increased by 5-20% upon uniaxial stretch 






force was observed in smooth muscle cells before their gradual reduction [111]. The traction force 
and endogenous sheet tension of epithelial islands (of 80 µm diameter) increased upon application 
of equibiaxial stretch and returned to near baseline levels over a time scale of <10 min [112]. 
However, the mechanical response of larger epithelial clusters adherent to substrates have 
remained largely unexplored. 
Prior experimental systems to apply stretch and simultaneously measure cell-exerted traction 
forces have involved either polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-based discontinuous silicone 
pillar/micro-structured substrates [111, 113] or continuous substrates that consist of soft substrates 
like PAA gel coupled to hard PDMS using chemical treatment [114]. For stretch maneuvers 
implemented with hydrogels such as polyacrylamide (PAA) gel or matrigel, matrix hydraulics can 
be a factor that needs to be considered [108, 112]. Thus, it is desirable to use a continuous substrate 
that is not a hydrogel, and therefore does not involve additional hydraulic effects, in cell stretch 
maneuvers. 
Here, we show that elastic soft silicone substrates bound to hard PDMS are suitable for 
simultaneous stretch and traction force microscopy. We pattern large epithelial cell islands 
hundreds of µm in diameter, apply 10% uniaxial stretch and track temporal changes in the traction 
forces exerted by these islands. We find that traction forces exerted by these islands quickly 
increase initially, but then continue to increase slowly over tens of min, compared to that for single 
cells/smaller islands reported previously. We also find that the cell sheet tension in the island also 
increase several-fold both in the stretch direction and in a direction perpendicular to it. The results 







5.2 Methods  
5.2.1 Cell culture 
MDCK II cells (generously provided by Daniel Conway, Virginia Commonwealth University) 
were cultured in DMEM (Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium, Corning, Corning, NY) 
supplemented with L-Glutamine, sodium pyruvate, 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin, and 10% Fetal 
Bovine Serum (FBS) (Corning) at 37°C and under 5% CO2.  
 
5.2.2 Preparation of hybrid silicone substrates  
In a 60 mm petri dish, 0.85 g CY52-276 A/B (Dow Corning, Midland, MI, USA) with an A:B ratio 
of 1:1 was cast on a cured piece of hard PDMS (Sylgard184 Silicone Elastomer kit, Dow Corning 
Corp., Freeland, MI, USA) with pre-polymer to curing agent weight ratio of 10:1 for the hard 
PDMS. After 10 min of degassing, the soft silicone was cured on a hot plate at 70 °C for 30 min. 
The cured soft silicone was exposed to deep UV light for 5 min and the top surface was seeded 
with carboxylate fluorescent beads (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) of 0.44 μm diameter as 
follows. The sample was inverted [112] on a suspension containing 19 mg EDC (1-Ethyl-3-(3-
dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide) (Thermo fisher scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), 11 mg 
sulfo-NHS (N-Hydroxysulfosuccinimide) (Thermo fisher scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), and 30 
μL of 1% w/v fluorescent beads in 1 mL DI water for 30 min [115, 116]. Then, a slab of 45×35 








5.2.3 Micropatterning of large epithelial cell islands 
12 mm thick 316 stainless steel sheets with laser-drilled 380 μm diameter holes (California Lasers, 
Simi Valley, CA, USA) were used as biocompatible stencils to topographically confine the plated 
epithelial cells. Briefly, a few drops of DMEM were placed on the soft silicone sample before the 
perforated sheet was placed on the substrate. This step is critical as it avoids air entrapment in the 
sheet holes. Media with cells was then plated on top of the perforated sheet so that the cells settled 
on the substrate beneath the holes. After overnight incubation at 37 ºC, 5% CO2, micropatterned 
islands with the same size as that of the sheet holes were obtained. 
 
5.2.4 Substrate stretch 
A custom designed uniaxial stretcher was used to uniaxially stretch micropatterned epithelial 
monolayers. Similar to previously designed uniaxial stretchers [117, 118], media for the 
micropatterned cells was confined within a PDMS well placed on the substrate that was mounted 
on the stretcher. Here, CY52276 A/B (i.e. soft silicone) was used as a mechanically characterized 
silicone substrate [9, 10] which can be coated with different proteins to enhance cell attachment 
[119, 120].   
 
5.2.5 Image acquisition  
Phase and fluorescence images of the cell islands were acquired with a Leica DMi8 






with a Clara cooled CCD camera (Andor Technology Ltd, Belfast, Ulster, UK), a 10x 0.3 NA 
objective lens, and an airstream incubator (Nevtek, Williamsville, VA, USA).   
 
5.2.6 Substrate strain field 
PIV was used to characterize the strain field of the substrate when stretched by 10% along the 𝑦 
direction. Captured substrate bead images before and after stretch were first preprocessed (e.g. 
adjustment of brightness/contrast) in ImageJ [86, 121]. Then a direct cross-correlation PIV 
algorithm (PIVlab [33], Version 1.42) in MATLAB (R2017a, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) 
with 256 ×256 pix2 interrogation windows and 50% overlap yielded the displacement field (𝑢, 𝑣) 
of the stretched substrate. After the application of post-processing (i.e. standard deviation filtering, 
local median filtering, data smoothing and removal of displacement at frame corners as outliers), 
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5.2.7 Traction force microscopy 
For control (unstretched) and stretched islands, red fluorescence bead images were taken over time 
as well as after the removal of the islands using 10% sodium dodecyl sulfate. PIVlab [33] (Version 
1.42) was used to process image pairs (bead image of a time point and reference bead image). 






overlapped interrogation windows of 64×64 and 32×32 pixel2 to quantify the displacement of the 
beads resulting in a displacement vector field at each time point. The Young's modulus of the 
substrate (cured CY52-276 A/B) was previously measured to be 7.2±2.4 kPa [116] using sphere 
indentation. By considering the substrate to be an elastic isotropic half space with Young's modulus 
of 7.2 kPa and Poisson's ratio of 0.5, Fourier transform traction cytometry [7, 8, 88, 122] was used 
to compute the traction stress field using MATLAB.  
Two-sample 2 tale student t-test was used to test the statistical significance of the effects of 
substrate stretch. Paired-sample 2 tale student t-test was used to test the statistical significance of 
temporal changes of associated variables. Significant effects are expressed as * (p<0.05), ** 
(p<0.01), and *** (p<0.001).  
 
5.3 Results 
Compared to soft substrates such as PAA gels coupled to hard PDMS used previously [112, 114], 
which require chemical treatments to bond the soft and hard substrates, we found that soft silicone 
bonded as it cured on hard PDMS without any need for chemical treatments. This substrate also 
avoids issues due to hydraulics observed previously with PAA bonded to PDMS [112]. We also 
devised a method to couple fluorescent micro-beads just to the top surface of the soft silicone as 
depicted in Figure 27A,B, drawing on previously published methods [123]. Using a custom built 
uniaxial stretcher (Figure 28A), we assessed the strain field in the substrate, as it was stretched by 
10%. As shown in Figure 28B, the strain along the stretch direction was 10%, with a strain 
magnitude about half that in the normal direction, as expected. The shear strain magnitude was 







Figure 27. Preparation of hybrid silicone substrates and patterning of epithelial cell islands for 
stretch and traction measurements. Soft silicone was cured on a layer of pre-cured hard PDMS, 
and then exposed to deep UV light (of wave lengths 185 and 254 nm) (A). It was then incubated 
with an aqueous mixture containing EDC, sulfo-NHS, fluorescent beads, and collagen I in water 
(B). After washing with PBS, some cell culture media was added and a perforated stainless steel 
sheet was placed on the soft silicone sample (C). Cells were then plated in media constrained by a 
teflon well (D). After overnight incubation at 370 C (and 5% CO2), the Teflon well and perforated 








Figure 28. Application of uniaxial stretch. (A) Schematic of the custom designed uniaxial 
stretcher. (B) The region of the sample (where the islands are patterned, shown as circles) is 
schematically shown (middle), with y being the stretch direction. Strain field (εyy, εxx, εxy) of the 
substrate at the center (right images) and corner (left images) of the sample under 10% uniaxial 
stretch are shown. 
 
 We wanted to utilize this hybrid silicone substrate to assess how large epithelial cell islands 
mechanically responded to external stretch. We patterned large epithelial cell islands (Figure 27C-






80 µm islands [112]. Figure 29A shows a map of traction stress exerted by an unstretched MDCK 
island. To characterize the mechanical output of the island, we quantified the strain energy stored 





∫ ?⃗⃗?(𝑟). ?⃗⃗?(𝑟) 𝑑𝐴                                                                                                           (2) 
where ?⃗⃗?(𝑟) and ?⃗⃗?(𝑟) are the displacement vector and the exerted traction stress vector applied by 
the cell island at a location of the substrate top surface, respectively.  
 
 
Figure 29. Traction forces exerted by control and uniaxially stretched MDCK islands. (A-B) 
Traction stress vector field (left) and traction stress magnitude (right) of a micropatterned MDCK 
cell island that hasn’t been subjected to stretch (A) and that has been subjected to 10% uniaxial 







Figure 30.  Temporal changes in strain energy stored in the substrate for control (black) and 
stretched (red) cell islands. Strain energy per unit area of the control cell islands (N = 14 islands) 
stays essentially constant. Stretched islands (N = 17 islands) exhibit greater strain energy which 
continues to slowly increase over time after the initial abrupt increase. Error bars show the 
corresponding values of standard error of the mean for all islands.  
Figure 29B shows the traction map for an MDCK island uniaxially stretched by 10%. Notice the 
apparent larger aspect ratio of the stretched island. As is evident in Figure 29B, the overall levels 
of traction stress exerted are higher in stretched islands. Accordingly, compared to the unstretched 
islands, the stretched islands displayed higher strain energy (Figure 30). The strain energy density 
of stretched islands were significantly higher than unstretched islands even 5-10 minutes post-
stretch (p<0.001). However, the strain energy density after over an hour post-stretch was slightly 









Figure 31. The sheet tension of the midline of control (black) (N = 14 islands) and stretched (red) 
(N = 17 islands) cell islands. Cell sheet tension at the midline of cell islands along the x-x (A) and 
y-y (B) midlines are shown. Error bars show the corresponding values of standard error of the 
mean for all islands. 
 
In order to obtain a measure of forces transmitted through the cell island and from cell to cell, we 
then proceeded to quantify the sheet tension within the island at the midline within the island [124] 
as follows: the net force exerted by the two halves of an island at the midline is given by  
 







where ∑ 𝑇𝑖𝑗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗  is the vector sum of the traction forces over position j for each half i (i=1,2). 
The average of these forces is the estimate for the net force at the island midline and the cell sheet 
tension per unit length is given by  
 
𝐹𝐿⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ =
(𝐹1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ − 𝐹2)⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ 
2𝐿
                                                                                                                                      (4) 
 
where L is the length of the island mid-line (i.e., the diameter of the island). Compared to 
unstretched islands, the cell sheet tension for stretched cells at the midline (x-x) perpendicular to 
the stretch direction (y) was significantly higher (p<0.001) even 5-10 min post-stretch. 
Interestingly, the cell sheet tension at the midline (y-y) parallel to the stretch direction (y) was also 
significantly higher (p<0.001) (Figure 31). While the cell sheet tension for stretched cells at the 
midline perpendicular to the stretch direction didn’t change over tens of minutes, sheet tension at 
the midline parallel to the stretch direction was even higher over an hour post-stretch compared to 
just 5-10 min post-stretch (p<0.001), indicating a slow increase.  
 
5.4 Discussion and Conclusion 
We introduced a hybrid silicone substrate that can be fabricated relatively easily and avoids some 
of the steps (like chemical treatment for bonding) and complications (like hydraulic effects) of 
hydrogel-PDMS hybrid substrates [112, 114]. Using stencil-based micro-patterning, we patterned 






We found that the strain energy stored in the substrate for stretched islands even at 5-10 min post-
stretch was higher than that for unstretched islands. However, there was also a slow evolution of 
the strain energy over tens of minutes, in contrast to that for single cells [111] and small islands 
[112] that exhibited smaller time scales for alterations in exerted traction. Our data shows that this 
slower evolution is related to the slower increase in the cell sheet tension acting at the midline (y-
y) parallel to the stretch direction (y), as it co-evolved with the strain energy over tens of minutes. 
In contrast, the cell sheet tension acting on the midline (x-x) perpendicular to the stretch direction 
(y) maintained its magnitude over tens of minutes after the initial increase.  
Our data indicates that epithelial islands under uniaxial stretch tend to homogenize their cell sheet 
tension in orthogonal directions over time, and that the time constants for these changes depend 
on the direction. The data also indicates that the cell sheet can sustain much higher increases in 
sheet tension (compared to baseline levels) without rupturing cell-cell contacts. This may reflect 
the inherent strength of the cell-cell contacts or rapid changes that help adapt the contacts to 
external challenges. Immunostaining of the islands did not show any significant alteration in the 
extent of actin or E-cadherin localization when unstretched islands were compared to stretched 
islands. However, we cannot strictly rule out subtle changes as there was large heterogeneity in 
actin and cadherin levels (at the cell-cell contacts) between islands. Future studies over longer time 
periods can reveal further changes that may occur in response to external stretch. 
In vitro methods to exert external stretch on large cell collectives are essential to understand how 
multi-cellular collectives dynamically adapt and modify their behavior in response to external 
challenges. Understanding the response to a step increase in stretch can in turn help decipher 






may enable enhanced studies of cell response to stretch as it facilitates both optical observations 
and force measurements. 
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5.5 Supporting information 
 
 Figure S1. Immunostaining of Actin (left) and E-cadherin (right) of control (top) and stretched 
(bottom) MDCK islands. While the change in expression of E-cadherin is not significant (p>0.05) 
the expression of actin filaments in cell-cell contacts are greater in stretched cell islands (p~0.02). 







SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
6.1 Electrotaxis of epithelial monolayers 
Electrotaxis, the biased motion of cells along the field lines of an externally applied electric field 
is a factor involved in physiological processes such as wound healing and metastatic disease. This 
study focused on the collective migration of epithelial monolayers under a direct current electric 
field (DC EF) in vitro and in particular, the effect of pharmacological modulation of actin and 
myosin in their electrotaxis response. For this purpose, monolayers were treated with several 
pharmacological inhibitors (e.g. Jasplakinolide, Blebbistatin, Calyculin A, and Cytochalasin D) 
that tune actin organization or contractility either higher or lower. Monolayer speed and 
directionality was quantified by micro-PIV. A summary of our findings are listed here: 
• PIV data of the epithelial cell populations showed that the speed of cell migration is not 
altered by application of DC electric field. 
•  Promotion of actin polymerization with Jasplakinolide of low concentration (1 nM) 
slightly disturbed the electrotaxis response while 50 nM Jasplakinolide attenuated the cathodal 
migration of the monolayer. Depolymerization of actin filaments with 0.2 mM cytochalasin D 
halted the cell migration without and with electric field confirming that a basal level of F-actin is 
required for cell migration.  
• Decreasing cell contractility with 20 mM blebbistatin did not affect cathodal migration of 
the monolayer but slowed down the monolayer speed without and with presence of electric field. 
On the other hand, increasing cell contractility with 5 nM calyculin A significantly impaired the 






• These results suggest that DC electric field does not alter the mechanism by which 
epithelial sheets migrate and it largely affects cell polarity rather than cell migration speeds.  
    
6.2 The effect of substrate stretch on traction force of epithelial islands 
Adherent cells in soft tissues exert traction forces on their underlying micro-environment. 
Quantification of cell traction forces has aided in better understanding of mechanotransduction in 
cells and therefore of many fundamental biological processes such as morphogenesis, wound 
healing of tissues and organs, and metastasis. Application of external mechanical signals such as 
substrate stretch alters traction forces and regulates growth, migration, proliferation, and 
differentiation in different cell types. Our focus here was in vitro measurement of epithelial traction 
stresses under uniaxial substrate stretch using biocompatible substrates with similar mechanical 
properties as those in vivo (e.g. PDMS-based elastomers). Here, Fourier transform traction 
cytometry (FTTC) was employed to extract the traction vector field of cell colonies from the 
displacement field (measured using PIV) of the underlying incompressible substrate and its elastic 
properties.  
• We introduced a straightforward protocol which uses sphere indentation to measure the 
elastic modulus of soft silicone substrates for FTTC. The protocol used a wide-field fluorescent 
microscope to measure indenter size and substrate deflection under the indenter, and therefore 
enabled us to calculate the Young's modulus of the substrate using the modified Hertz model.  
• Prior to cell traction force microscopy using FTTC, we used the principles of FTTC to 
develop a non-intrusive direct method of wall shear stress measurement in rectangular PDMS 
channels. FTTC extracted the shear stress field from the displacement field of the channel wall 






measurement method detailed in this dissertation. FTTC results were validated by the Newton's 
law of viscosity.  
• FTTC was then deployed to measure traction stress field of miropatterned MDCK II 
islands. A custom designed stainless steel with laser-drilled holes was used to micropattern the 
cells on silicone elastomers. FTTC results showed that the traction force is directed toward the 
island center and enhanced radially from the island center to periphery. In this study, stretch-
induced spaciotemporal changes in strain energy and intra-sheet forces, cytoskeletal 
rearrangements, and expression of actin and key cell-cell adhesion proteins such as E-cadherin 
was the main focus. A significant and quick escalation of traction force upon stretch was noticed. 
Such quick elastic response of the epithelial islands to stretch slowly evolved with time. The cell 
sheet tension for stretched cells at a midline perpendicular to the stretch direction was significantly 
increased upon stretch. The cell sheet tension at a midline parallel to the stretch direction was also 
increased and evolved with time indicating the respond of the island to homogenize its internal 
stress. The expression of actin within cells and in cell-cell contact was not significantly altered 
upon stretch.  
 
6.3 Direction for future research 
6.3.1 Bioelectric control of epithelial tissues 
Coherent population of cells respond to their immediate micro-environment by cytoskeletal 
rearrangements induced by complex cellular signaling networks. These colonies of cells show 
collective behavior in response to electrical signals during processes such as metastatic cancer and 
wound healing. Such collective migration of cells can be spatiotemporally manipulated and 






studied in vitro via simple yet versatile electrotaxis chambers designed with different geometries. 
These frameworks can control migration by allowing tissues to respond locally to applied stimuli 
while producing predictable global outcomes [15]. Such designs can enable us to spatiotemporally 
control the directional migration of epithelium which may be useful for manipulating critical 
endogenous events involving collective cell migration such as wound healing. 
 
 6.3.2 The role of key stress bearing proteins to maintain the coherency of epithelial islands 
upon stretch 
In epithelial tissues, E-cadherin bears excessive tension applied upon cells by stretch [125] to 
prevent cell-cell ruptures [126] and maintain the coherency of the epithelium. α-catenin is also 
reported to be a key mechanosensing cytosolic protein that unfolds under tension as a strain gauge 
in series with actin and E-cadherin [127, 128]. This in turn results in myosin II-independent 
accumulation of vinculin and therefore release of F-actin binding sites and actomyosin recruitment 
in cell-cell contacts [129, 130]. The role of these proteins upon stretch can be further studied by 
traction force microscopy. Complementary to our studies, substrate stretch of different strain levels 
and directions can be applied to normal and protein-knock down epithelial islands and the 
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FUNCTION FOR CALCULATING THE YOUNG'S MODULUS OF PREPARED SOFT 
SUBSTRATES   
Young_Modulus.m 
% Yashar Bashirzadeh 2017 
% Hertz & Dimitriadis models for stiffness measurement of substrate in kPa 
function [E_hertz,E_Dimitriadis]=Young_Modulus(D,d,minF,maxF,dz,h,v) 
 
% D is indentor diameter in um 
% d is density of the indentor in g/cm^3 
% minF is minimum frame number (undeformed top surface of the substrate) 
% maxF is maximum frame number (max deformed surface right under the indentor) 
% dz is z step in um 
% h is substrate film thickness in um 
% v is substrate poissons ratio 
 
R = D/2*1e-6; 
delta = dz*(maxF-minF)*1e-6; 
 
g = 9.807; 
V = (4/3)*pi*R^3; 
Bf = g*V*1*998;     % Buoyant force 
Wf = g*V*d*998;       % Indentor weight 
F = Wf-Bf;        % Force exeted by indentor on substrate 
 
x = (R*delta)^0.5/(h*1e-6); 
a0 = (1.3442*v^2-1.4678*v+1.2876)/(v-1); 
b0 = (1.5164*v^2-1.0277*v+0.6378)/(1-v); 
 





E_Dimitriadis = C*E_hertz; 
 
E_hertz = E_hertz/1000; 










SINGLE RUN FTTC [7, 84]  FOR AN ASSEMBLY OF EXPERIMENTS 
assembly_analysis.m 
% Yashar Bashirzadeh 2017 
 
% FTTC for an assembly of experiments/positions 
% Note: This code calls PIV and FTTC funcions written or modified by: 
% Nobuhito Mori et al., Benedikt Sabass, Ulrich Schwarz, and Venkat Maruthamuthu 
% which are all available in a general foder 'Labcode'. 
% Therefore the user should have access to the 'Labcode' to run this script. 
 
% The results are saved in user generated folders (say cell folder) numbered as: 1, 2, 3 etc 
 
% The folder which contains all cell folders should be in the general folder 'Labcode'. 
 
% The folder which contains all cell folders should itself be located inside a folder 
% in the general folder 'Lab code'.'Lab code' itslef can be  located anywhere in PC. 
 
% an example for correct location of cell foders: 
% Z:\Yashar\LabCode\MDCK\analysis 
% Here the folder 'MDCK' must be in the general foder 'LabCode' and the 
% 'MDCK' folder itself contains the folder 'analysis' which is the folder that includes 
% all the cell folders (1,2,...) for a particular experiment or a set of experiments. 
 
 
% All aligned (time laspe) cell images should have been saved in 
% order time wise) as 001.tiff, 002.tiff etc in the associated cell foder. 
 
% All aligned (time laspe) bead images should have been saved in 
% order (time wise)as 01.tiff, 02.tiff etc in the associated cell foder. 
 
% Last bead image is the reference bead image. 
 
% Before running the code set the current directory to LabCode/analysis 
 
 
% User inputs.............................................................. 
 
C_dir = 'MDCK\analysis\';% File containing all cell folders (look at the example above). 
folder = [1 14];         % First and last folders to be processed. 
N_BeadImages = 8;        % Numder of bead images in each folder (2 if not a time lapse). 
E = 7.2;                 % Young's modulus of the substrate in kPa. 
Obj = 10;                % Objective lens magnification. 
 





















for i = folder(1):folder(2) 










cell_image = [prefix_dir,num2str(i),'/00',num2str(j),'.tif']; 
copyfile(cell_image,'./cell/cell_01.tif'); 
 
%CellShift;                                                 % remove comment if template matching 
%copyfile('./cell_shifted/shifted_cell_01.tif',cell_image); % remove comment if template matching 
else 
suffix_dir1 =[prefix_dir,num2str(i),'/',num2str(j),'.tif']; 
cell_image = [prefix_dir,num2str(i),'/0',num2str(j),'.tif']; 
copyfile(cell_image,'./cell/cell_01.tif'); 
 %CellShift;                                                % remove comment if template matching 




%cell_image = [')\Project_ph-stretch',num2str(i),'_ch00.tif']; 
% The cropped bead and cell images will be automatically copied into analysis/bead_cropped 
% and renamed as bead_cropped_01 and bead_cropped_02. 
 




















% Displacement & Traction maps are generated and they will be saved as both .fig and .tif. 
% Workspace is saved as result.mat. 
















% For fluid shear stress experiments: 
% TracMapPlot(0,1,'y',1,1,1); 
 











% The 'analysis' folder in the general code directory that includes all 
% saved results are cut and pasted into a folder called 'results'. 
% Then a reserved folder that includes origianl empty folders of the 
% 'analysis' folder are copied into a new folder 'analysis' in the general 
% code directory in order to be filled with second batch of images with the 





copyfile('analysis empty folders','analysis'); 
cd 'analysis' 
%copyfile([prefix_dir,num2str(i),'/results',num2str(j),'/log.txt'],cd) 










    end 
end 
 
% (5)................................................Traction parameters 
 
% Quantification of traction scalar sum, strain energy etc 
% for t = folder(1):folder(2) 
% for k =1:N_BeadImages-1 




% cd ([prefix_dir,num2str(t),'/results',num2str(k)]); 
% F_cell; 
























SINGLE RUN FTTC [7] FOR AN ASSEMBLY OF EXPERIMENTS 
USING SUBSTRATE DISPLACEMENT FIELDS QUANTIFIED BY PIV LAB 1.41 [33] 
pivlab_to_labcode.m 
% Yashar Bashirzadeh 2018 
 
% This code quantifies the traction forces by using displacement fields 
% quantified by PIV lab (Thielicke et al. 2014). 
 
% Note: This code calls FTTC funcions written or modified by 
% Benedikt Sabass, Ulrich Schwarz, and Venkat Maruthamuthu 
% which are all available in a general foder 'Labcode'. 
% Therefore the user should have access to the 'Labcode' to run this script. 
 
 
% The results are saved in user generated folders (say cell folder) numbered as: 1, 2, 3 etc 
 
% PIV lab results should have been saved as piv_data.mat in the folder 
% which contains all cell folders. 
 
% All aligned bead images should have been loaded as a sequence in 
% PIV lab in a way that PIV lab obtains all displacement fields 
% (for each image pair) in one run. The order of sequence of image pairs are: 
% bead image of cell 1 at time 1- reference bead image of cell 1, bead image 
% of cell 1 at time 2- reference bead image of cell 1, ..., bead image of 
% last cell at last time  point- reference bead iamge of last cell. 
 
 
% Therefore piv_data.mat contains time-lapse displacement fields of 
% all cells/islands. 
 
% The folder which contains all cell folders should be in the general folder 'Labcode'. 
 
% The folder which contains all cell folders should itself be located inside a folder 
% in the general folder 'Lab code'. 'Lab code' itslef can be  located anywhere in PC. 
 
% an example for correct location of cell foders: 
% Z:\Yashar\LabCode\MDCK\analysis 
% Here the folder 'MDCK' must be in the general foder 'LabCode' and the 
% 'MDCK' folder itself contains the folder 'analysis' which is the folder that includes 
% all the cell folders (1,2,...) for a particular experiment or a set of experiments. 
 
 
% All aligned (time laspe) cell images should have been saved in in the 
% associated cell foder. 
 














% User defined inputs.................................................. 
 
 
% Before running the code set the current directory to LabCode/analysis 
% which is the current directory containing cell folders: 
cd 'Z:\Yashar\epithelial stretch\PC-backup\cell stretching\TFM Code\LabCode\analysis' 
 
 
C_dir = 'MDCK2\analysis\'; % File containing cell folders and piv_data.mat 
load (['../',C_dir,'piv_data.mat']) 
 
folder1=1;       % This should be 1 (folder number of first cell folder) 
folder2=9;       % Number of cell folders (folder number of last cell folder) 
for n=folder1:folder2 
E = 7.2;         % Young's modulus of the substrate in kPa. 
Obj = 10;        % Objective lens magnification. 
N_BeadImages=14; % number of bead images (including reference)of each cell folder 
 
% Here write the values of grid size, overlap, and final grid size (if 'fft' method used) 
% which was set in PIV lab. Also, write the user defined max displacement. 
DispCalc_settings.initial_grid_size=64; 
DispCalc_settings.overlap=0.5; 
DispCalc_settings.final_grid_size = 32; 
DispCalc_settings.no_of_recursions=round(log2(DispCalc_settings.initial_grid_size*DispCalc_settin
gs.overlap/DispCalc_settings.final_grid_size)) + 1; 
% Leave the line above as it is. 
DispCalc_settings.maximum_displacement_set = 30; 
% DispCalc_settings.piv_type = 'fft'; 





























    if j<10 
suffix_dir1 =[prefix_dir,num2str(folder),'/0',num2str(j),'.tif']; 
cell_image = [prefix_dir,num2str(folder),'/00',num2str(j),'.tif']; 
copyfile(cell_image,'./cell/cell_01.tif'); 
 
%CellShift;                                                                  % in case template 
matching is applied 
%copyfile('./cell_shifted/shifted_cell_01.tif',cell_image);                  % in case template 
matching is applied 
else 
suffix_dir1 =[prefix_dir,num2str(folder),'/',num2str(j),'.tif']; 
cell_image = [prefix_dir,num2str(folder),'/0',num2str(j),'.tif']; 
copyfile(cell_image,'./cell/cell_01.tif'); 
%CellShift;                                                                  % in case template 
matching is applied 
%copyfile('./cell_shifted/shifted_cell_01.tif',cell_image);                  % in case template 
matching is applied 
end 
 
% The cropped bead images will be automatically copied into analysis/bead_cropped 
% and renamed as bead_cropped_01 and bead_cropped_02. 
 












pos = [X(:), Y(:)]; 
































copyfile('analysis empty folders','analysis'); 
cd 'analysis' 
%copyfile([prefix_dir,num2str(folder),'/results',num2str(j),'/log.txt'],cd)   % in case template 























APPENDIX D  
FUNCTION FOR CALCULATING THE VECTOR AND SCALAR SUM OF TRACTION 
FORCES FOR ONE CELL OR CELL ISLAND USING ELLIPTICAL MASKS 
TF_ellipse.m 
% Yashar Bashirzadeh 2018 
% Code to calculate the vector and scalar sum of traction forces 
% for one cell or cell island using elliptical masks. 
 
% Edited version of TF_circle.m by  Dr. Venkat_Maruthamuthu for circular masks 
 
% - Binary masks for elliptical cell/cell island ('binary_xy.tif') 
%   should be in binary/ 
% - Traction results as trac.mat should be in current folder 
 
% Outputs: 
%         TFellipse.mat has: 
%         TF (vector sum, x and y comp, and scalar sum (in nN) 
%             as well as imb (as a percentage) for the cell/cell island) 




if nargin < 1 




ObjMag = TracCalc_settings.ObjMag; 
TracGridSize = TracCalc_settings.GridSize; 
 
cell_files = dir('./binary/binary*.*'); 
num_cell_files = numel(cell_files); 
 
for num_cell_file = 1:1:(num_cell_files) 
 
binary_mat = imread(fullfile('./binary/',cell_files(num_cell_file).name)); 
% to find the center and semi-major and semi-minor axes of the white elliptical region: 
xmin = size(binary_mat,2); 
ymin = size(binary_mat,1); 
for di1 = 1:1:size(binary_mat,1) 
    for di2 = 1:1:size(binary_mat,2) 
        if binary_mat(di1,di2) == 255 
            if di2 < xmin 
                xmin = di2; 
            end 
            if di1 < ymin 






            end 
        end 





xmax = 1; 
ymax = 1; 
for di1 = size(binary_mat,1):-1:1 
for di2 = size(binary_mat,2):-1:1 
if binary_mat(di1,di2) == 255 
if di2 > xmax 
xmax = di2; 
end 
if di1 > ymax 











t = TracCalc_results(num_cell_file).trac; 
tm = TracCalc_results(num_cell_file).trac_mag; 
p = TracCalc_results(num_cell_file).pos; 
for i=1:1:length(p) 
    if binary_mat(uint16(p(i,2)),uint16(p(i,1)))==0 
    t(i,1)=0; 
    t(i,2)=0; 
    tm(i)=0; 
    end 
end 
% vector sum of traction stresses: 
cell_t_sum=[sum(t(:,1)) sum(t(:,2))]; 
%scalar sum of traction stress magnitudes: 
cell_tm_sum=sum(tm(:)); 
% traction to force conversion factor 
conv_fac = 0.001 * (6.45*TracGridSize/ObjMag)^2; % pN->nN; grid area in um2 
cell_f_sum=conv_fac.*cell_t_sum; 
cell_fm_sum=conv_fac.*cell_tm_sum; 
fprintf('For cell %d:\n', num_cell_file) 
tfvs = (((cell_f_sum(1,1))^2)+((cell_f_sum(1,2))^2))^0.5; 
fprintf('TF vector sum is %.2f nN\n', tfvs) 
fprintf('with x component: %.2f nN\n', cell_f_sum(1,1)) 
fprintf('with y component: %.2f nN\n', cell_f_sum(1,2)) 
fprintf('TF scalar sum is %.2f nN\n',cell_fm_sum) 
imb = 100*tfvs/cell_fm_sum; 







TF(num_cell_file).tf_vec_sum = tfvs; 
TF(num_cell_file).tf_x_vec_sum = cell_f_sum(1,1); 
TF(num_cell_file).tf_y_vec_sum = cell_f_sum(1,2); 
TF(num_cell_file).tf_sca_sum = cell_fm_sum; 
TF(num_cell_file).perc_imbalance = imb; 
end 
TF_mask.a = a; 
TF_mask.b = b; 
TF_mask.center_x = center_x; 
TF_mask.center_y = center_y; 
save('TFellipse.mat', 'TF','TF_mask'); 
clear Fcell.mat Fcell ObjMag TracGridSize binary_mat t tm p i 
clear cell_files cell_fm_sum cell_f_sum cell_t_sum cell_tm_sum imb 























FUNCTION FOR CALCULATING INTER-CELLULAR TENSION OR CELL 
SHEET TENSION USING ELLIPTICAL MASKS  
Fcc_ellipse.m 
%Yashar Bashirzadeh 2018 
% Code to calculate the inter-cellular tension or cell sheet tension 
% using elliptical masks  
 
% Edited version of Fcc_circle.m by Dr. Venkat Maruthamuthu for circular 
% masks 
 
% - Should have run TF_cricle.m before this: 
%        TFellipse.mat should be in current folder) 
% Inputs: 
%        angle_increment: for angle with horizontal of the line to 
%                     divide ellipse into two, ~ 5 to 45 (default value 5) 
% Outputs: 
%         Fccellipse.mat has: 
%         Fcc has angle of dividing line, first_half_tension (x and y components) and 
%         second_half_tension (x and y components) listed (in nN) 
 
function Fcc_ellipse(angle_increment) 
if nargin < 1 





ObjMag = TracCalc_settings.ObjMag; 
TracGridSize = TracCalc_settings.GridSize; 
 
cell_files = dir('./binary/binary*.*'); 
num_cell_files = numel(cell_files); 
 
% the center of the mask: 
center_x = TF_mask.center_x; 




for num_cell_file = 1:1:(num_cell_files) 
    disp(['Processing Frame' num2str(num_cell_files) '...']) 
for ang = 0:angle_increment:179 
    disp(['Processing angle' num2str(ang) '...']) 
binary_mat = imread(fullfile('./binary/',cell_files(num_cell_file).name)); 








if ang <= 90 
    for ix = 1:1:sdb(2) 
        for iy = 1:1:sdb(1) 
            if iy < (-tan(ang*pi/180)*ix)+center_y+... 
                    (tan(ang*pi/180)*center_x) | ix < ... 
                    ((center_y-iy)/tan(ang*pi/180))+center_x 
                half1_binary_mat(iy,ix)=0; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
else 
    for ix = 1:1:sdb(2) 
        for iy = 1:1:sdb(1) 
            if iy > (-tan(ang*pi/180)*ix)+center_y+... 
                    (tan(ang*pi/180)*center_x) | ix < ... 
                    ((center_y-iy)/tan(ang*pi/180))+center_x 
                half1_binary_mat(iy,ix)=0; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
str1 = strcat('./half_binary/half1_binary_',int2str(ang),'.tif'); 
imwrite(half1_binary_mat,str1,'compression','none'); 
 
if ang <= 90 
    for ix = 1:1:sdb(2) 
        for iy = 1:1:sdb(1) 
            if iy > (-tan(ang*pi/180)*ix)+center_y+... 
                    (tan(ang*pi/180)*center_x) | ix > ... 
                    ((center_y-iy)/tan(ang*pi/180))+center_x 
                half2_binary_mat(iy,ix)=0; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
else 
    for ix = 1:1:sdb(2) 
        for iy = 1:1:sdb(1) 
            if iy < (-tan(ang*pi/180)*ix)+center_y+... 
                    (tan(ang*pi/180)*center_x) | ix > ... 
                    ((center_y-iy)/tan(ang*pi/180))+center_x 
                half2_binary_mat(iy,ix)=0; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
str2 = strcat('./half_binary/half2_binary_',int2str(ang),'.tif'); 
imwrite(half2_binary_mat,str2,'compression','none'); 
 
t1 = TracCalc_results(num_cell_file).trac; 
t2 = TracCalc_results(num_cell_file).trac; 







    if half1_binary_mat(uint16(p(i,2)),uint16(p(i,1)))==0 
    t1(i,1)=0; 
    t1(i,2)=0; 
    end 
    if half2_binary_mat(uint16(p(i,2)),uint16(p(i,1)))==0 
    t2(i,1)=0; 
    t2(i,2)=0; 
    end 
end 
% vector sum of traction stresses: 
cell_t1_sum=[sum(t1(:,1)) sum(t1(:,2))]; 
cell_t2_sum=[sum(t2(:,1)) sum(t2(:,2))]; 
% traction to force conversion factor 





Fccc((ang/angle_increment)+1,num_cell_file).f1_sum_x = cell_f1_sum(1,1); 
Fccc((ang/angle_increment)+1,num_cell_file).f1_sum_y = cell_f1_sum(1,2); 
Fccc((ang/angle_increment)+1,num_cell_file).f2_sum_x = cell_f2_sum(1,1); 
Fccc((ang/angle_increment)+1,num_cell_file).f2_sum_y = cell_f2_sum(1,2); 
Fccc_settings.angle_incr = angle_increment; 
end 
for i=1:1:(ang/angle_increment)+1 
    for j=1:1:4 
        F_mat(i,1)=Fccc(i,num_cell_file).f1_sum_x; 
        F_mat(i,2)=Fccc(i,num_cell_file).f1_sum_y; 
        F_mat(i,3)=Fccc(i,num_cell_file).f2_sum_x; 
        F_mat(i,4)=Fccc(i,num_cell_file).f2_sum_y; 
    end 
end 
str3 = strcat('./Fccc_data_',int2str(num_cell_file),'.xlsx'); 
xlswrite(str3,F_mat); 
clear cell_f1_sum cell_f2_sum cell_t1_sum cell_t2_sum half1_* half2_* 
clear str1 str2 str3 t1 t2 p ix iy F_mat i j 
end 
save('Fccellipse.mat', 'Fccc','Fccc_settings'); 
clear Fccellipse.mat ObjMag TracGridSize binary_mat 












MEASURING AND PLOTTING STRAIN ENERGY AND SHEET TENSION 
 
% Yashar Bashirzadeh 2017 
 
% The code obtains, plots, and saves strain energy (density) and sheet tensions (over 
% island length) along x-x and y-y midlines for eliptical masks.  
% It calls the functions 'TF_ellipse.m' and 'Fcc_ellipse.m'. 
% It uses the traction data obtained using "assembly analysis.m" or "pivlab to lab code.m". 
 
% size.xlsx (a column of time lapse island area)should have been saved in the associated 
% cell folder.Of course the length of the column vector should be equal to the number of time 
% points (Number of BeadImages-1); 
 
% length_island.xlsx [2 column vectors including the lengths of all islands along y-y 
% (first column)and xx (second column)] should have been saved in the folder which contains 
% all the cell folders. For example, an experiment which has captured time-lapse images of 
% 5 islands at 10 time points sould have a length.xlsx containing a 50 by 2 
% matrix (a 10 by 2 column vector for each islnd). 
 
% The eliptical mask of each islnd should have been saved as 0001.tiff in the 
% associated cell folder. 
 
% if user drawn masks are used instead of eliptical masks, the 'loops' section of this script 
% should be replaced with the commented codes located at the end of this script. The mask for 
% each islnd should  have been saved as 0001.tiff in the associated cell folder. In this case 
% the halves of the drawn masks (for measuring sheet tension along x-x and y-y midliness) 
% should be manually created by the user and saved as 00001.tiff (left half), 00002.tiff 
% right half), 00003.tiff (bottom half), and 00004.tiff (top half) in the associated cell folder. 
 
 
% The folder which contains all cell folders should be located in a folder in the general 
% folder 'Lab code'.'lab code' itslef can be  located anywhere in PC. 
% an example for correct location of cell foders: 
% Z:\Yashar\LabCode\MDCK\analysis 
% Here the folder 'MDCK' must be in the general foder 'LabCode' and the 
% 'MDCK' folder itself contains the folder 'analysis' which is the folder that includes 
% all the cell folders (1,2,...) for a particular experiment or a set of experiments. 
 
% Before running set the current directory to LabCode/analysis 
 
% The user should set the inputs before running: 
 
% User defined inputs ..................................................... 
 
C_dir = 'MDCK\analysis\'; %File containing cell folders. Look at the example above. 
folder = [1 14];          %First and last folders to be processed. 






time=5:10:65;             %Time points (for time lapse plots). 
time_ticks={'5-10','15-20','25-30','35-40','45-50','55-60','65-70'}; %Time ticks for time plots. 
 









% Import cell size xlsx files.............................................. 
prefix_dir =['../',C_dir]; 
LENGTH=xlsread([prefix_dir,'length_island.xlsx']); 













for t = folder(1):folder(2) 
















markers = {'+','o','*','x','v','d','^','s','>','<','+','o','*','x','v'}; 
for t = folder(1):folder(2) 














































xlabel( 'time (min)'); 
xticks(time) 
xticklabels(time_ticks); 
























xlabel( 'time (min)'); 
xticks(time) 
xticklabels(time_ticks); 








xlabel( 'time (min)'); 
xticks(time) 
xticklabels(time_ticks); 










xlabel( 'time (min)'); 
xticklabels(time_ticks); 








































e.Color = 'k'; e.Marker='.'; e.MarkerSize=20; e.MarkerFaceColor='k'; 
xlabel( 'time (min)'); 
xticks(time) 
xticklabels(time_ticks); 







e.Color = 'k'; e.Marker='.'; e.MarkerSize=20; e.MarkerFaceColor='k'; 
xlabel( 'time (min)') 
xticks(time) 
xticklabels(time_ticks); 







e.Color = 'k'; e.Marker='.'; e.MarkerSize=20; e.MarkerFaceColor='k'; 
xlabel( 'time (min)'); 
xticks(time) 
xticklabels(time_ticks); 







e.Color = 'k'; e.Marker='.'; e.MarkerSize=20; e.MarkerFaceColor='k'; 
xlabel( 'time (min)'); 
xticks(time) 
xticklabels(time_ticks); 











e.Color = 'k'; e.Marker='.'; e.MarkerSize=20; e.MarkerFaceColor='k'; 
xlabel( 'time (min)'); 
xticks(time) 
xticklabels(time_ticks); 






e.Color = 'k'; e.Marker='.'; e.MarkerSize=20; e.MarkerFaceColor='k'; 
xlabel( 'time (min)'); 
xticks(time) 
xticklabels(time_ticks); 



































 ylim([0 90]) 















 ylim([0 90]) 


















































































for i = folder(1):folder(2) 
e=plot(area(i,:),y(i,:)); 











e.Color = 'k'; e.Marker='.'; e.MarkerSize=20; e.MarkerFaceColor='k'; 
xlabel( 'time (min)'); 
xticks(time) 
xticklabels(time_ticks); 



























saveas(figure(18),'Initial Alpha Vs Measurement number_alongY.fig'); 
saveas(figure(19),'End Alpha Vs Measurement number_alongY.fig'); 
saveas(figure(20),'Initial Alpha Vs Measurement number_alongX.fig'); 
saveas(figure(21),'End Alpha Vs Measurement number_alongX.fig'); 
saveas(figure(22),'imbalance.fig'); 


















saveas(figure(18),'Initial Alpha Vs Measurement number_alongY.tif'); 
saveas(figure(19),'End Alpha Vs Measurement number_alongY.tif'); 
saveas(figure(20),'Initial Alpha Vs Measurement number_alongX.tif'); 
saveas(figure(21),'End Alpha Vs Measurement number_alongX.tif'); 
saveas(figure(22),'imbalance.tif'); 


















% for t = folder(1):folder(2) 
% for k =1:N_BeadImages-1 
% mkdir ([prefix_dir,num2str(t),'/results',num2str(k),'/binary']); 






























% % Plots.................................................................... 
% markers = {'+','o','*','x','v','d','^','s','>','<','+','o','*','x','v'}; 
% for t = folder(1):folder(2) 
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